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Outstanding Music Composition For A Series (Original Dramatic Score)

Acapulco

Take A Chance On Me

Present-day Maximo reconnects with Hector, whose arrival sparks a memory from 1985 that they each
recall very differently.

Bo Boddie, Composer

Adventure Time: Fionna And Cake

Fionna & Cake

Fionna, her best friend Cake and the former Ice King, Simon Petrikov, embark on an adventure through
the multiverse, dodging new threats and making self-discoveries along the way.

Amanda Delores Patricia Jones, Composer

Ahsoka

Part One: Master And Apprentice

A valuable prisoner escapes New Republic custody; a search for answers reunites two old friends.

Kevin Kiner, Composer

American Rust: Broken Justice

Ponderosa

Billy has a new lease on life. Lee is in trouble as Rinna investigates the missing documents. Russell returns
to Buell. Angela and Del are wary of mysterious circumstances surrounding a death.

Marty Beller, Composer

Archer

Keys Open Doors

An unplanned vacation forces Lana to accompany Archer, Pam and Cyril on a mission that quickly goes off
the rails. Will Lana blow the mission when she crosses the line?

JG Thirlwell, Composer

Ark: The Animated Series

Element 6

Imprisoned in Nerva's fortress, Meiyin recalls the tragic mistakes of her past; Helena, John and Henry
attempt to stage a daring rescue.

Gareth Coker, Composer



Avatar: The Last Airbender

Legends

Zhao leads the Fire Nation into the North with a bold plan to weaken the Water Tribe. When the battle
takes a dark turn, Aang enters a powerful state.

Takeshi Furukawa, Composer

Average Joe

Donuts And Whiskey?

A special agent is called in after Dimitri's remains surface, Nicolai vows vengeance after learning of his
son's death, and Joe finds a clue that may lead to the money's location.

Kyle Townsend, Composer

Based On A True Story

The Universe

Season finale. After Matt leaves Ruby’s body at the Bartletts' beach house, they hide it in the trunk of their
car. Later, Simon tries to apologize for killing Nathan’s beloved dog. While the Bartletts bury Ruby under
the excavated tennis court, Matt and Tory carry on their secret love affair.

Sherri Chung, Composer

Big Mouth

Big Mouth's Going To High School (But Not For Nine More Episodes)

With two months left in eighth grade, the incoming freshmen tour their new high school with junior hosts
while Jay evades his terrifying brothers.

Mark Rivers, Composer

Black Cake

Nine Night

After Eleanor's funeral, Byron and Benny finally learn the truth about the murder on the night of their
mother's wedding.

Adam Taylor, Composer

Blue Eye Samurai

The Great Fire Of 1657

As an army approaches, Akemi must choose her path. While Taigen risks his life for the royal family, Mizu
remains hell-bent on her mission.

Amie Doherty, Composer

BMF

Detroit vs. Everybody

Meech relocates from Detroit to Atlanta to expand BMF during the height of the city’s international
expansion and learns the city is full of pleasant and unpleasant surprises. Meanwhile, Terry remains in
Detroit to maintain the BMF enterprise and to start a new life for his family with LaWanda.

Meshell Ndegeocello, Composer



Bodkin

Poison Or Something

The crew's investigation takes a bizarre turn, jeopardizing their podcast. Gilbert attempts to settle a debt,
while Dove gives Emmy harsh advice.

Paul Leonard-Morgan, Composer

Bosch: Legacy

The Lady Vanishes

Maddie’s gone missing, and it’s all hands on deck to find her. Bosch allies with Chandler, Mo, and an old
friend in a race against the clock to save his daughter’s life.

Jeff Russo, Composer

The Brothers Sun

Country Boy

Mama Sun travels to Taiwan and hears upsetting news. A celebrity's holiday home provides the perfect
safe house for the brothers. Bruce bonds with Grace.

Nathan Matthew David, Composer
Nick Lee, Composer

The Buccaneers

Wedding Of The Season

Season Finale. Nan must figure out her path forward. Jinny feels trapped. Mrs. St. George reckons with the
state of her family.

AVAWAVES, Composer

The Changeling

Stormy Weather

Lillian reckons with a dark night from her past and records a message for her son, Apollo.

Dan Deacon, Composer

Chucky

Dressed To Kill

A lavish Halloween costume ball provides the perfect opportunity for our heroes to infiltrate the White
House and stop Chucky… but the demon doll has other plans.

Joseph LoDuca, Composer

The Cleaning Lady

El Reloj

Thony gets a new lead on Arman's whereabouts; Ramona tries to cut a deal with Nadia; Luca attends his
first day of school.

Allison Geatches Cantor, Composer
Mark Isham, Composer



The Crown

Sleep, Dearie Sleep

The queen gives Charles the green light to wed Camilla; tasked with planning her own funeral ahead of her
80th birthday, she faces an existential crisis.

Martin Phipps, Composer

The Curse

Under The Big Tree

Dougie struggles with a memory lapse while good news for Asher and Whitney is dampened by tensions in
the neighborhood.

John Medeski, Composer

Dark Winds

Hózhó Náhásdlįį

Leaphorn and Chee discover evidence that connects their cases, only for Leaphorn to realize justice won't
be easily served. Meanwhile, Manuelito prepares for a big life change.

Kevin Kiner, Composer

Death And Other Details

Memorable

Imogene walks in Rufus’s shoes, revisiting the investigation into her mother’s murder eighteen years ago.

Brocker Way, Composer

Diarra From Detroit

Chasing Ghosts

Diarra Brickland, a teacher recently separated from her husband and living in her mom's house in Detroit,
is determined to find out why a man she connected with on Tinder has ghosted her.

Nathan Matthew David, Composer
Ngawang Samphel, Composer

Disenchantment

Electric Ladyland

After Malfus foretells an ominous prophecy, Bean and Mora travel to Steamland to reconnect with Zøg -
but first they must decode a cryptic message.

Mark Mothersbaugh, Composer
Albert Fox, Composer
John Enroth, Composer



Elsbeth

A Fitting Finale

When an unlikable fashion photographer is murdered in the middle of a fashion show, Elsbeth and the team
suspect the killer to be either the photographer’s college ex –and leading model of the show, Nadine– or
her jealous husband. Meanwhile, Elsbeth’s role at the precinct is thrown into question.

Siddhartha Khosla, Composer
Garrett Gonzales, Composer

The Equalizer

All Bets Are Off

After Dante's old training partner is taken hostage while working undercover in an illegal casino, McCall
hires J.J., a former gambling addict, to assist with the mission. Dee learns that some students have been
bullying her on a social media page.

Robert Duncan, Composer

Fallout

The End

In 2077, Cooper and his daughter Janey endure a nuclear attack; 219 years later, Lucy from Vault 33
marries a raider, seeking her missing father; Maximus becomes a squire, hunting for the Enclave; Howard,
now a ghoul, pursues a bounty alone.

Ramin Djawadi, Composer

For All Mankind

Glasnost

Eight years later, a new mission begins: Capture an asteroid. Aleida and Danielle are still haunted by
events from the past.

Jeff Russo, Composer
Paul Doucette, Composer

Gen V

God U.

Congratulations. You have been chosen for admission to Godolkin University. We're thrilled to be a part of
your journey to discovering what kind of super you are.

Christopher Lennertz, Composer
Matt Bowen, Composer

The Gentlemen

Refined Aggression

When the Duke of Halstead dies, his second son inherits everything, including the title, house and grounds
- plus a whole heap of trouble.

Chris Benstead, Composer



The Gilded Age

Wonders Never Cease

Amidst the biggest event in New York City’s history, Bertha reconsiders her loyalty to the Met. Meanwhile,
an engagement celebration leaves Marian with doubts, Peggy strives to make a difference in Brooklyn,
George strikes a deal with Mr. Henderson and the Van Rhijn household reels as Luke’s health deteriorates.

Harry Gregson-Williams, Composer
Rupert Gregson-Williams, Composer

Girls5eva

New York

With ticket sales low and tensions high, the group hustles to save their Radio City Music Hall show - but
their friendship hangs in the balance.

Jeff Richmond, Composer
Giancarlo Vulcano, Composer

Glamorous

Back Of The Line

Marco Mejia, a young gender non-conforming queer person whose life seems to be stuck in place until he
lands a job working for legendary makeup mogul Madolyn Addison.

Joy Ngiaw, Composer

Good Omens

Chapter 6: Every Day

Crowley becomes a Heavenly bee and learns the truth about the Armageddon sequel. Aziraphale defends
his bookshop and reveals his halo, Maggie and Nina become warriors, Jim gets some hot chocolate.
Crowley and Aziraphale get to the bottom of the mystery of the Matchbox. The Metatron brings a final
offer.

David Arnold, Composer

The Green Veil

Episode 106

In 1956, Federal Agent Gordon Rogers investigates the reported alien abduction of a Native American
family living in rural Connecticut.

Guy Moon, Composer

Grimsburg

Murder On The Splurt Express

A murder mystery party gets too real for the Grimsburg PD when the host is killed.

Jesse Novak, Composer



Hazbin Hotel

The Show Must Go On

In the Season One finale, all bets are off as the confrontation between the legions of Heaven and Hell
begins.

Evan Alderete, Composer
Gooseworx, Composer

Hightown

Chekov’s Gun

Owen is more dangerous than ever and he’s taking Sarah with him. Jackie unsuspectingly closes in on the
prostitutes’ killer and Charmaine and Osito resume their partnership.

Dave Porter, Composer

Hijack

Brace Brace Brace

Season Finale. A new threat emerges on board as Sam struggles to control the chaos unfolding around
him.

Anne Nikitin, Composer

Human Resources

Yipee Ki-hate, Motherf**ker

At the office holiday party, the Hate Department shows up uninvited. Can Rochelle be the hero her friends
need, or will her passion for hate "Die Hard"?

Mark Rivers, Composer

I'm A Virgo

A Metaphor For What

I'll be ready for the world — and ready for the pain.

Merrill Garbus, Composer
Nate Brenner, Composer

In The Know

Yogurt Week

Lauren believes his body is racist and insists on hosting a live panel to end racism and maybe win a
Peabody; Fabian forms an unexpected connection with MMA superstar Jorge Masvidal.

Eldad Guetta, Composer

Invasion

Chasing Ghosts

At home in Miami, Trevante struggles with returning to day-to-day life. Similarly, Jamila feels an unceasing
pull to search for Caspar.

Bobby Krlic, Composer



Invincible

I Thought You Were Stronger

An old enemy threatens everything Mark holds dear.

John Paesano, Composer

Julia

Pressed Duck

In Paris, Julia seeks help from an old friend, Avis bonds with a prominent existentialist, and Judith attempts
to avoid Blanche.

Jeff Danna, Composer

Justified: City Primeval

City Primeval

Fifteen years after Raylan Givens left the hollers of Kentucky, a chance encounter in the Florida swamps
sends him to Detroit and places him on a collision course with a violent sociopath and a formidable defense
attorney.

Mark Isham, Composer

Knuckles

What Happens In Reno, Stays In Reno

The friendship between Knuckles and Wade is tested - as enemies, new and old, converge in Reno.

Tom Howe, Composer

Krapopolis

Prince Hippo

The Atlanteans arrive in Krapopolis to request the return of Hippo to his rightful spot as Prince of Atlanis.
In Atlanis, Ty Shlub and Hippo are awed by their advanced civilization and technological innovation. They
find out the Atlanteans have secretly invited them so they can later invade the surface.

Joe Wong, Composer

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Children Of Wolves

A teenager found unconscious in the park leads to a missing persons investigation. Benson must help Noah
come to terms with the past when he questions the origins of his birth.

Mike Post, Composer

Life & Beth

Road To Nowhere

Beth and John return home from a trip upstate and attend Jen's surprise birthday party, which turns out to
be more surprising than expected. Beth reaches out to Ann during what may be the most pivotal time in
Beth's life.

Ray Angry, Composer
Timo Elliston, Composer



The Lincoln Lawyer

Obligations

Stuck in a sticky ethical dilemma, Mickey seeks advice from Legal Siegel and comes up with a strategy to
help get a vulnerable client out of a scrape.

David Buckley, Composer

Loki

Glorious Purpose

Loki learns the true nature of 'glorious purpose' as he rectifies the past.

Natalie Holt, Composer

Loot

Camp Wells

Molly and Nicholas plan a work retreat for the Wells Foundation crew. Sofia and Howard struggle with the
outdoors.

Colton Fisher, Composer
Jason Rabinowitz, Composer

Manifest

Formation

All signs point to the end of the Earth, spurring the Stone family and the passengers to work together and
decipher cryptic clues before time runs out.

Danny Lux, Composer

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

Aftermath

Cate travels to Japan to get answers about her father and uncovers a shocking secret. Keiko, Lee, and Billy
pursue a theory about Titans.

Leopold Ross, Composer

Mr. & Mrs. Smith

First Date

Meet the Smiths, John and Jane! Strangers who have given up their identities to be paired off by a
secretive organization, both in espionage and in marriage. Two peas stuck in one pod. But watch out,
there's something amiss for this very first mission. It's John and Jane's: FIRST DATE!

David Fleming, Composer

The New Look

Just You Wait And See

In Nazi-occupied Paris, Christian Dior fears for his resistance-fighter sister, Catherine. Coco Chanel makes
a deal that will forever haunt her.

James S. Levine, Composer



9-1-1

Rock The Boat

The disastrous cruise continues when Bobby and Athena respond to the ship's explosion, racing to aid
injured passengers. Meanwhile, Hen questions her instincts in a life-taking call and grows concerned about
Athena and Bobby's whereabouts.

Mac Quayle, Composer
Todd Haberman, Composer

Only Murders In The Building

Sitzprobe

Pressure mounts on the show's most critical rehearsal day. A familiar official upends the case, Loretta's
complex past threatens to upend everything else and Charles must perform his number without going
crazy.

Siddhartha Khosla, Composer

The Other Black Girl

They Say I'm Different

As the only Black woman at Wagner Books, Nella Rogers feels isolated and undervalued until the arrival of
Hazel-May McCall, sparking hope for companionship. But when a mysterious message threatens her
position, Nella's trust in Hazel wanes, leading to a journey uncovering dark secrets within the company.

EmmoLei Sankofa, Composer

Our Flag Means Death

Mermen

Stede, Zheng, Spanish Jackie, and the rest of the Revenge crew team up to take down a nefarious
common enemy threatening the world of piracy.

Mark Mothersbaugh, Composer
Albert Fox, Composer
John Enroth, Composer

Outer Range

Ode To Joy

Royal and Cecelia become desperate in their attempt to save their ranch. The Tillerson’s are dealt with a
startling turn of events.

Wendy Melvoin, Composer
Lisa Coleman, Composer

Painting With John

Potato

Over a unique blend of music, animation, and painted scenery, John recounts an escape he led from
summer camp.

John Lurie, Composer



Palm Royale

Maxine Saves A Cat

To gain membership sponsors, Maxine must make an impressive splash at a charity auction—but bad
checks and a suspicious bartender hound her.

Jeff Toyne, Composer

Parish

Pilot

Desperate to support his family, Gray returns to his criminal roots for one last job. But after things go
sideways, Gray can't walk away. The only way out is through.

Wow Jones, Composer
JimiJame$, Composer

Physical

Like It’s On Fire

New romance helps Sheila connect with her deeper self. Greta pursues a lucrative deal. Breem vies to
impress the committee.

Isabella Summers, Composer

Reacher

ATM

Reacher and Neagley investigate the murder of a member of 110th, a group of Special investigators
assembled by Reacher, only to realize the whole unit may be at risk.

Tony Morales, Composer

Renegade Nell

Don't Call Me Nelly

England, 1705: Nell Jackson’s supernatural fighting skills stir up trouble on her return from war.

Oli Julian, Composer
Nick Foster, Composer

Reservation Dogs

Deer Lady

Deer Lady sees a glimpse of her past while helping Bear.

Mato Wayuhi, Composer

Rick And Morty

Unmortricken

Rick and Morty wilding out, broh. They getting up to stuff.

Ryan Elder, Composer



The Righteous Gemstones

Burn For Burn, Wound For Wound, Stripe For Stripe

After decades of animosity, tensions between the Montgomerys and the Gemstones finally come to a head.
As Eli faces an impossible decision, Jesse, Judy, and Kelvin prepare to meet their maker.

Joseph Stephens, Composer

Scott Pilgrim Takes Off

Ramona Rents A Video

Motivated by a dream, Ramona follows a hunch and confides in a receptive Julie. At a video rental store, a
tense run-in with Roxie fuels big feelings.

Joseph Trapanese, Composer
Anamanaguchi, Composer

The Second Best Hospital In The Galaxy

Tomorrow's Death Is Yesterday's Problem

Sleech and Klak treat a venture capitalist with an illicit time sickness and a great outfit.

Wendy & Lisa, Composer

Shining Vale

Chapter 9: Homecoming

Pat seeks to reunite the family, Terry meets them post-brain injury, and Gaynor clashes with Pat for
control of the household.

Tim Phillips, Composer

Sho ̄gun

Servants Of Two Masters

Blackthorne’s arrival in Osaka stirs up a hornet’s nest of rivalries. Mariko is trapped between her cause and
her faith when she must translate for the barbarian in Lord Toranaga’s custody.

Atticus Ross, Composer
Leopold Ross, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer

Silo

Freedom Day

Sheriff Becker’s plans for the future are thrown off course after his wife meets a hacker with information
about the silo.

Atli Örvarsson, Composer



The Simpsons

Treehouse Of Horror XXXIV

After Bart is turned into an NFT, Marge fights though the blockchain to rescue her son. To track down a
gruesome serial killer, Lisa turns to a murderer from her past. An outbreak transforms Springfielders into a
plague of lazy, beer-loving oafs

Kara Talve, Composer

Slow Horses

Strange Games

A romantic relationship in Istanbul ends badly. Lamb hits the panic button when one of his Slow Horses
fails to show up for work.

Daniel Pemberton, Composer
Toydrum, Composer

Solar Opposites

The Re-Visibility Bouillabaisse

While in a lover's quarrel, Terry and Korvo accidentally turn themselves invisible and blind on a day when a
James Beard Award winning chef is coming to visit. In a race against time, they must begrudgingly work
together to make themselves visible before their VIP arrives.

Chris Westlake, Composer

Special Ops: Lioness

Gone Is The Illusion Of Order

Unforeseen circumstances leave the mission in jeopardy. A suspicious Eshan confronts Cruz before his
wedding day. Joe and the team prepare for the worst.

Andrew Lockington, Composer

Star Trek: Discovery

Red Directive

Captain Burnham and U.S.S. Discovery are sent to retrieve a mysterious artifact hidden inside an 800-
year-old Romulan vessel - but find that they're not the only ones on the hunt. Meanwhile, Saru is offered
the position of a lifetime.

Jeff Russo, Composer

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Tomorrow And Tomorrow And Tomorrow

La'An travels back in time to 21st-century Earth to prevent an attack which will alter humanity's future
history and bring her face to face with her own contentious legacy.

Nami Melumad, Composer



Strange Planet

The Big Wet

Tensions between an overbearing life-giver and their offspring come to a head. Careful Now weathers a
mishap on Free Jitter Liquid Day.

Isabella Summers, Composer

Sugar

Boy In The Corner

Melanie gets a surprise visit that unleashes Sugar’s dark side. Ruby receives chilling guidance from a
colleague. Davy makes a tragic decision.

Ali Shaheed Muhammad, Composer
Adrian Younge, Composer

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Love Triangle

After a painful revelation, Belly, Jeremiah, and Conrad are trapped in close quarters for the night. Emotions
run high as Belly must reckon with past and present to decide her future.

Zachary Dawes, Composer

SurrealEstate

Trust The Process

Luke struggles to handle an engaged property; Susan falls in love with a home with a special power.

Spencer Creaghan, Composer

Swagger

Are We Free?

Team Swagger play a game at a youth detention facility, and what they experience will impact their lives
forever.

Terence Blanchard, Composer

3 Body Problem

Countdown

Unsettling events put a group of brilliant friends on edge as a mystery unravels with origins tracing back to
China during the Cultural Revolution.

Ramin Djawadi, Composer

Tires

The Rumor Mill

Will tries to build a marketing campaign for his new idea - until devastating rumors about the store's future
and his reputation throw him off-balance.

Alex Weinstein, Composer



Tokyo Vice

Endgame

As Jake and Katagiri close in on a crucial piece of evidence for their case, Sato prepares for the greatest
power move of his life.

Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer

The Tourist

Episode 3

Helen's snooping leads to an unsettling discovery, and she finds herself trapped in a strange world while
the man and his new "friendo" search for her.

Dominik Scherrer, Composer

Twisted Metal

SHNGRLA

With everything coming to a head, John and Quiet face a difficult choice; new players enter the fray.

Leo Birenberg, Composer
Zach Robinson, Composer

The Walking Dead: Daryl Dixon

Deux Amours

Daryl faces old demons, recalling the circumstances that landed him in France. Isabelle's sacrifice forces
her to consider drastic measures. Genet commences a celebration for the people of Paris.

David Sardy, Composer

The Walking Dead: Dead City

Old Acquaintances

Maggie finds Negan and they travel to Manhattan, meeting a quiet young girl named Ginny. A marshal
named Armstrong follows Negan.

Ian Hultquist, Composer

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

Years

Rick tries to find his place in a new world.

Sam Ewing, Composer

We Are Lady Parts

Malala Made Me Do It

A shock eviction from the bedsit leaves Lady Parts without a rehearsal space and rethinking their artistic
priorities; but a chance lifeline leads them to a creative retreat and the creation of an unexpected hype
track.

Shez Manzoor, Composer



What If...?

What If... Kahhori Reshaped The World?

A Mohawk woman ventures into the waters of the Forbidden Lake to help save her people.

Laura Karpman, Composer
Nora Kroll-Rosenbaum, Composer

The Wheel Of Time

What Was Meant To Be

Fate leads Rand and the others to an inevitable showdown with their most formidable enemies yet.

Lorne Balfe, Composer

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

The Hamburger Hamlet

After a final clash between Earvin and Coach Westhead, Buss tasks Jerry West with picking up the pieces.
As Honey attempts a heart-to-heart with Jeanie, Buss faces pushback from the press and his Captain.
Later, Pat faces his demons and takes control of his team.

Jeff Beal, Composer

The Witcher

The Cost Of Chaos

After the fateful events at Aretuza, Geralt and Yennefer struggle to pick up the pieces and reunite their
family as war comes to the Continent

Joseph Trapanese, Composer

The Woman In The Wall

A Little Resurrection

Colman and Massey work together to capture the true culprit behind Father Percy's murder, but there are
darker figures in the shadows who still walk free. Plus, Lorna is close to understanding how her daughter
was hidden.

David Holmes, Composer
Brian Irvine, Composer

The Wonder Years

Happy Birthday Clisby

The Williams gather to celebrate Clisby's 75th birthday -- including Bill's brother Melvin and his daughter
Cassie; while Bill and Melvin try to one-up each other for Clisby's approval, Cassie shares big news with
Lillian and Kim.

Jacob Yoffee, Composer
Roahn Kirk Hylton, Composer



X-Men ‘97

Tolerance Is Extinction - Part 3

The X-Men’s dream is put to the test as mutant-human relations reach a tipping point.

Andy Grush, Composer
Taylor Newton Stewart, Composer

End of Category



Outstanding Music Composition For A Limited Or Anthology Series, Movie Or
Special (Original Dramatic Score)

Agatha Christie's Murder Is Easy

Episode 2

A stranger's death leads Luke Fitzwilliam to the quiet village of Wychwood, where he is determined to
prove that a series of tragic 'accidents' is the work of a killer.

Segun Akinola, Composer

Alice & Jack (Masterpiece)

Episode One

Are the bonds between us stronger than the forces that would tear us apart? Alice & Jack follows two very
imperfect people who come in and out of each other's lives over the course of sixteen years. A grown-up
story about love's messiness, and the beauty that lies beneath.

Stephen Rennicks, Composer

All The Light We Cannot See

Episode 4

A hellbent von Rumpel makes his final bid to find the Sea of Flames. As artillery falls and American forces
breach the city, Werner races to save Marie.

James Newton Howard, Composer

American Horror Story: Delicate

Opening Night

A glimpse into Anna’s past reveals why she craves motherhood, while Dex’s troubling family life is dragged
into the spotlight.

Mac Quayle, Composer

Apples Never Fall

Brooke

In the aftermath of Amy exposing Brooke’s affair with Savannah, the police question Brooke. A hurricane
reaches land, and when the electricity goes out, Brooke discovers love letters written to Joy. In a
flashback, the affair begins when Savannah manipulates Brooke, suggesting that fiancée Gina has been
cheating on her.

Marco Beltrami, Composer
Miles Hankins, Composer

Baby Reindeer

Episode 1

Struggling comedian and barman Donny meets a lonely woman claiming to be a lawyer. He offers her a
cup of tea on the house, and she's instantly obsessed.

Evgueni Galperine, Composer
Sacha Galperine, Composer



A Biltmore Christmas

A Biltmore Christmas

A Biltmore Christmas follows Lucy as she's hired to write the script for a remake of a classic holiday movie.
She joins a tour of the grounds at Biltmore Estates and when she knocks an hourglass over, she finds
herself transported back in time to 1946.

Tommy Fields, Composer

Black Mirror

Beyond The Sea

In an alternative 1969, two astronauts on a perilous high-tech space mission grapple with the fallout of an
unfathomable tragedy back on earth.

Volker Bertelmann, Composer

Black Mirror

Joan Is Awful

An average woman is stunned to discover a global streaming platform has launched a prestige TV drama
adaptation of her life – in which she is portrayed by Hollywood A-lister Salma Hayek

Ames L. Bessada, Composer

Carol & The End Of The World

The Beetle Broach

Luis recruits Carol and Donna to look for a missing piece of jewelry, sending them deep into the recesses of
the office's lost and found.

Joe Wong, Composer

The Continental: From The World Of John Wick

Theatre Of Pain

Struggling to put the final pieces of the plan together, Winston's team fractures under dissent and distrust,
but they manage to wage an ingenious all-out assault on the hotel; with the body count rising on both
sides, Cormac cracks under the pressure.

Raffertie, Composer

The Crowded Room

Murder

Danny gets a gift for Ariana. Annabelle returns. Rya pieces together the events leading up to Rockefeller
Center.

Trevor Gureckis, Composer



Dr. Death

Like Magic

Season premiere. Investigative journalist Benita Alexander is producing a story on regenerative medicine.
Mother to a nine-year-old daughter, Benita struggles with her ex-husband’s terminal illness. When she
meets the charming Dr. Macchiarini, who performs biosynthetic tracheal transplants, Benita becomes
enthralled while he prepares to perform surgery on a two-year-old girl.

Leopold Ross, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer

Echo

Chafa

Maya Lopez flees the criminal underworld of NYC after killing Kingpin.

Dave Porter, Composer

Empire Queen: The Golden Age Of Magic

In a kingdom where magic is forbidden, a charming trio of adventurers embark on a dangerous quest in
search of the legendary Sovereign Wand, which is needed to overthrow an evil queen and restore magic
for all.

Nicolás Repetto, Composer

Eric

Episode 6

As the city's unhoused people are forced onto the street, Vincent meets the one with answers. An old friend
helps Ledroit bring buried evidence to light.

Keefus Ciancia, Composer

Expats

The Peak

Three expat women living in Hong Kong cross paths at a birthday party where it becomes evident they
share a mysterious connection from their past.

Alex Weston, Composer

The Fall Of The House Of Usher

The Raven

In 1980, Roderick and Madeline seize a chance to cement their fortune -- for a price. Decades later, the
remaining Ushers reckon with the consequences.

Andy Grush, Composer
Taylor Newton Stewart, Composer

Fargo

Blanket

Roy's political campaign rolls on. Indira chooses to stand up, At the same time, Witt strives to provide
assistance.

Jeff Russo, Composer



Fellow Travelers

Make It Easy

In 1957, Hawk and Tim reunite at Senator McCarthy’s funeral and try, one last time, to find a way to be
together, but the pressures of impending fatherhood may force Hawk to commit an act of betrayal.

Paul Leonard-Morgan, Composer

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Pilot

Truman Capote is the toast of New York society. But a dishy excerpt published in Esquire Magazine
threatens to topple him from his precarious perch.

Julia Newman, Composer

Franklin

Sauce For Prayers

As the fight for independence teeters on the brink of defeat, Benjamin Franklin and his grandson plunge
into a world of intrigue and deception.

Jay Wadley, Composer

Full Circle

Charger

As the McCuskers scramble to meet Aked’s demands, things come to a head at Washington Square Park.

Zack Ryan, Composer

Genie

With his life unraveling around him, Bernard dusts off a jewelry box and releases genie Flora, who might
just be able to help him.

Dan Romer, Composer

Genius: MLK/X

Graduation

Following Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X from their formative years to their rich, parallel stories as
they shape their identities and become the change they wish to see in the world; the two visionaries
ultimately rise to pioneer a movement.

Terence Blanchard, Composer

A Gentleman In Moscow

Adieu

The Count and Anna devise an elaborate plan, with huge consequences should it fail. However, things
quickly start to unravel. An inevitable showdown is set between the Count and an old enemy. Series finale.

Federico Jusid, Composer



The Great Lillian Hall

Lillian Hall, a beloved Broadway actress, has never missed a performance throughout her long, illustrious
career. Yet in the rehearsals leading up to Opening Night of Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, her confidence
is challenged. People and events conspire to take away her ability to do what she loves most.

Mac Quayle, Composer

Griselda

Middle Management

Griselda hides out in a secure compound and prepares to make her move against the Ochoas. June joins
an elite tactical unit targeting drug traffickers.

Carlos Rafael Rivera, Composer

Heist 88

A criminal mastermind recruits a group of young bank employees to steal 80 million dollars in one of the
largest bank heists in US history.

The Angel, Composer

The Idol

Pop Tarts & Rat Tales

As Jocelyn preps for her triumphant return, a leaked photo sends her team into crisis mode – just as a
journalist arrives to do an in-depth profile on her. Later, Jocelyn has a chance encounter with nightclub
owner Tedros.

The Weeknd, Composer

Kemba

A college student falls in love with a man, only to learn he is a drug kingpin who leads her down a path of
abuse and manipulation, placing her in the middle of the government’s “war on drugs,” and ultimately
landing her in federal prison. Based on a true story.

Stanley A. Smith, Composer

Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Part I

Bass rides into hell; Esau makes a violent impression on Bass; Bass escapes his chains but must make a
hard sacrifice.

Chanda Dancy, Composer

Lessons In Chemistry

Book Of Calvin

The chapters of Calvin’s life shed light on the mysteries of his past.

Carlos Rafael Rivera, Composer



Little Wing

Kaitlyn is reeling from her parents’ divorce and the pending loss of her home. She and her best friend hope
to solve her mother’s financial woes by stealing a valuable bird, but Kaitlyn instead forms a bond with the
owner that leads her to a new outlook on life.

Anne Nikitin, Composer

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Black Fire Orchid

When nine-year-old Alice Hart survives a terrible home fire, she’s taken by her estranged grandmother
June to Thornfield, a remote rural property with vast flower fields and many secrets.

Hania Rani, Composer

A Man In Full

Saddlebags

On the heels of a lavish birthday blowout, Charlie suddenly finds his business empire in jeopardy as those
around him contend with crises of their own.

Craig DeLeon, Composer

Manhunt

A Man Of Destiny

President Johnson interferes with Lincoln’s vital plans. Stanton’s health deteriorates as he closes in on
Booth.

Bryce Dessner, Composer

Mary & George

War

George embarks on a monumental and historical trip to Spain with Prince Charles in a bid to ease English
and Spanish tensions and avoid war. Mary attempts one last throw of the dice to ensure absolute power.

Oliver Coates, Composer

Miracle Workers: End Times

H.O.A.

Freya runs for president of the Boomtown Homeowners Association.; Morris takes Sid on a perilous
business trip.

Matt Novack, Composer
Greg Martin, Composer

Mr. Monk's Last Case: A Monk Movie

Coming out of retirement, Adrian Monk, a private detective with obsessive-compulsive disorder, returns to
solve one last, very personal case involving his beloved stepdaughter Molly, a journalist preparing for her
wedding.

Jeff Beal, Composer



A Murder At The End Of The World

Chapter 5: Crypt

Darby confronts her prime suspect only to find the tables turned and an unexpected alliance formed...Until
someone else dies and her own life is threatened.

Danny Bensi, Composer
Saunder Jurriaans, Composer

Música

Música is a coming-of-age love story that follows an aspiring creator with synesthesia, who must come to
terms with an uncertain future, while navigating the pressures of love, family and his Brazilian culture in
Newark, New Jersey.

Rudy Mancuso, Composer

No One Will Save You

Brynn, a talented woman alienated from her community, finds solace in the home where she grew up until
she’s awakened one night by strange noises from unearthly intruders. The subsequent face-off between
Brynn and a host of extraterrestrial beings threatens her future while forcing her to deal with her past.

Joseph Trapanese, Composer

Nolly (Masterpiece)

Episode Three

Helena Bonham Carter stars as Noele “Nolly” Gordon, one of the most famous faces on 1960s/70s British
TV, whose firing from her hit show was front-page news. An exploration of how the establishment turns on
women who refuse to play by the rules, and a portrait of a forgotten icon.

Blair Mowat, Composer

Obliterated

Last Call

After saving Las Vegas, an elite special forces team throws a celebratory party filled with booze, sex and
drugs...only to discover that the bomb they deactivated was a fake. The now intoxicated team must fight
through their impairments, overcome their personal issues, find the real bomb, and save the world.

Leo Birenberg, Composer
Zach Robinson, Composer

Oblivious

A young woman struggling to come to terms with her terminal illness finds help from paranormal forces to
guide her to peace and acceptance.

Robert Michael, Composer

One Day

Episode 12

1999. A troubled Dexter visits Emma, who's thriving in Paris. As they wander the streets, the memory of
their encounter months before hangs in the air.

Anne Nikitin, Composer
Jessica Jones, Composer
Tim Morrish, Composer



Painkiller

The One To Start With, The One To Stay With

Seizing an opportunity, Richard bets on an opiate that relieves pain. College graduate Shannon takes a job
at Purdue. Glen suffers a workplace injury.

Matt Morton, Composer

Quiz Lady

Quiz Lady is about a dysfunctional family and the game show which just might be the key to their
salvation.

Nick Urata, Composer

Ramy Youssef: More Feelings

Egyptian American actor, writer and comedian Ramy Youssef offers reflections of the unexpected perils of
charitable giving, the 2024 presidential election, the importance of prayer, and other issues big and small.
Youssef draws on personal and relatable anecdotes to help us all try to make sense of our divided world.

Moez Dawad, Composer

Red, White & Royal Blue

When the feud between the son of the American President, Alex Claremont-Diaz (Taylor Zakhar Perez) and
Britain's Prince Henry (Nicholas Galitzine) threatens to drive a wedge in U.S./British relations, the two are
forced into a staged truce that sparks something deeper.

Drum & Lace, Composer

The Regime

Don’t Yet Rejoice

With the palace walls now breached, Elena and Zubak find themselves on the run – and seeking help from
an everyday citizen – to evade capture by the rebels. Later, Elena leverages her skills in diplomacy – and
duplicity – in a last-ditch effort to stay in power.

Alex Heffes, Composer

The Regime

Victory Day

As Elena prepares for Victory Day, weary Zubak arrives at the Palace – where he learns about the
chancellor’s strict health precautions. After a briefing with her top ministers about a pending deal with the
U.S., Elena reprimands Zubak for following orders a little too closely at her lavish banquet.

Alexandre Desplat, Composer

Ripley

VII Macabre Entertainment

As Inspector Ravini expands his murder investigation, an elusive Tom plots his next moves from Sicily.

Jeff Russo, Composer



Role Play

Emma has a wonderful husband and two kids in the suburbs of New Jersey – she also has a secret life as
an assassin for hire – a secret that her husband David discovers when the couple decide to spice up their
marriage with a little role play.

Rael Jones, Composer
Michael Price, Composer

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview - Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.

Anne Nikitin, Composer
Hannah Peel, Composer

Secret Invasion

Home

All hope for humanity rests on Fury's shoulders.

Kris Bowers, Composer

Shooting Stars

The inspiring origin story of a basketball superhero reveals how LeBron James and his childhood friends
became the No. 1 high school team in the country, launching James’ breathtaking career as a four-time
NBA Champion, two-time Olympic gold medalist and the NBA’s all-time leading scorer.

Mark Isham, Composer

The Sympathizer

Death Wish

A communist mole, the Captain must answer to his South Vietnam Army boss and his CIA handler–and
struggles with his conscience when a comrade is captured. With the fall of Saigon imminent, the Captain
creates a list of evacuees to fly to America and gets a surprising new assignment.

Cho Young Wuk, Composer

The Tattooist Of Auschwitz

Episode 1

Based on the eponymously titled novel, this is the powerful real-life story of Lale Sokolov, a Jewish prisoner
who was tasked with tattooing ID numbers on prisoners' arms in the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration
camp during World War Two.

Kara Talve, Composer
Hans Zimmer, Composer

Them: The Scare

Are You Scared?

LAPD Homicide Detective Dawn Reeve investigates a gruesome murder in a foster home. It already feels
like she’s bringing her case home with her. Meanwhile, Edmund Gaines, a struggling actor, pursues a new
role… and a new friend.

Jason Hill, Composer



Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.

Michael Andrews, Composer

True Detective: Night Country

Part 6

In the midst of a brutal storm, Danvers and Navarro find themselves stuck at Tsalal with no electricity or
means of contact. As the truth about what happened to Annie and the Tsalal men unfolds, Navarro and
Danvers each confront the demons from their past.

Vince Pope, Composer

Under The Bridge

Mercy Alone

The last opportunity for justice arrives as all the participants reckon with their true involvement in the
events that transpired. A radical choice of forgiveness allows for closure.

Alex Somers, Composer

The UnderDoggs

A washed-up former pro football star is sentenced to do community service coaching the Underdoggs, an
unruly pee-wee football team in his hometown. He sees it mostly as an opportunity to rebuild his public
image, but he may just turn his life around and rediscover his love of the game.

Joseph Shirley, Composer

Unfrosted

Michigan, 1963. Kellogg's and Post, sworn cereal rivals, race to create a pastry that will change the face of
breakfast forever. A tale of ambition, betrayal, sugar, and menacing milkmen.

Christophe Beck, Composer

Upgraded

Ana is an ambitious intern dreaming of a career in the art world, while trying to impress her demanding
boss. When she's upgraded to first class on a work trip, she meets Will, who mistakes Ana for her boss– a
white lie that sets off a glamorous chain of events.

Isom Innis, Composer

The Veil

The Camp

Imogen visits a refugee camp in the remote mountains on the Turkish and Syrian border. Amongst the
chaos, she seeks out Adilah, who has been separated and detained from the rest of the refugees.

Jon Opstad, Composer
Max Richter, Composer



We Were The Lucky Ones

Rio

Halina's strength and hope are put to the test; Addy builds a new life in Rio; the end of the war triggers the
Kurc family's final search for answers.

Rachel Portman, Composer
Jon Ehrlich, Composer

End of Category



Outstanding Music Composition For A Documentary Series Or Special (Original
Dramatic Score)

aka Mr. Chow

The vibrant and varied life of Michael Chow, the famed actor, artist and restauranteur who used his
creativity to triumph over childhood trauma, loss and systemic racism.

Sunny Levine, Composer
Robert Logan, Composer

Albert Brooks: Defending My Life

Albert Brooks opens up about his life and career in this conversation with his lifelong friend, Rob Reiner.
From stand-up to his seven original motion pictures, Reiner and Brooks explore the origins and evolution of
Brooks’ career.

Marc Shaiman, Composer

American Nightmare

Part Two: Gone Girl

Days later, Denise reappears seemingly unharmed and recalls the details of her terrifying abduction as
doubts from authorities begin to swirl.

Jessica Jones, Composer

Arnold

Part 1: Athlete

Arnold revisits his upbringing in post-war Austria, the moment that sparked his seismic rise to bodybuilding
fame and his pursuit of the American dream.

Christophe Beck, Composer
Matthew Feder, Composer

Art Happens Here With John Lithgow

Actor John Lithgow goes back to school to demonstrate the transformative power of arts education. He
immerses himself with teachers and students to explore four arts disciplines: dance, ceramics, silk-screen
printing and vocal jazz ensemble. The special celebrates how arts education nurtures and inspires students
of all ages.

Jose Parody, Composer

Beckham

Seeing Red

In the wake of the '98 World Cup, David faces depression, death threats and national harassment. He and
Victoria welcome their first child, Brooklyn.

Anže Rozman, Composer
Camilo Forero, Composer



Black Twitter: A People's History

Chapter One

The genesis. The ones you got your whole style from. Believe the hype because the culture doesn’t move
without us. #AfterDark #MeetMeInTemecula #ThanksgivingClapback. But wait, who all gon’ be there?

Brandon Caddell, Composer

The Blue Angels

Soar with The Blue Angels in a documentary featuring footage that chronicles a year with the Navy’s elite
Flight Demonstration Squadron—from selection through the challenging training and demanding show
season—showcasing the extraordinary teamwork, passion, and pride that fuels America’s best, the Blue
Angels.

James Everingham, Composer
Stewart Mitchell, Composer

A Brief History Of The Future

Human

Ari explores the human ability to increase empathy and compassion, what values we are instilling into
artificial intelligence technologies, and the need to create both a better world and a better humanity for life
to flourish on this planet.

Duncan Blickenstaff, Composer

The Dynasty: New England Patriots

Under Pressure

Envy and jealousy take root, putting Brady and the Patriots at the center of a two-year media spectacle
known as Deflategate.

H. Scott Salinas, Composer
Tomás Videla, Composer

Escaping Twin Flames

Up In Flames

Jeff's demands intensify as unsettling revelations emerge. A group of mothers whose children joined TFU
take action. Former members reclaim their lives.

Daniel Edward Lessner, Composer

For Love & Life: No Ordinary Campaign

For Love & Life: No Ordinary Campaign, follows the life of Brian Wallach and his wife Sandra, in the
aftermath of his ALS diagnosis at age 37. Exemplifying bravery, Brian and Sandra, continue to fight
against a broken system for their future and countless others.

Emily Rice, Composer

For Our Children

For Our Children unites maternal voices of resilience and solidarity in a poignant cinematic journey. This
emotional documentary chronicles the powerful convergence of two mothers, Reverend Wanda Johnson
and Angela Williams, whose lives were forever altered by the scourge of police brutality against young
Black men.

Tangelene Bolton, Composer



Girls State

What would American democracy look like in the hands of teenage girls? In this documentary, young
female leaders from wildly different backgrounds in Missouri navigate an immersive experiment to build a
government from the ground up.

T. Griffin, Composer

Going To Mars: The Nikki Giovanni Project

Through vérité, archival footage, and visual treatments of her poetry, Going to Mars: The Nikki Giovanni
Project travels through time and space to reveal the enduring influence of one of America’s greatest living
artists and social commentators.

Samora Pinderhughes, Composer
Chris Pattishall, Composer

The Greatest Love Story Never Told

The Greatest Love Story Never Told follows Jennifer Lopez as she attempts her most daring project yet:
independently producing a new album and cinematic original that explore her twenty-year journey to self-
love.

Meredith Ezinma Ramsey, Composer

The Greatest Night In Pop

On January 28, 1985, dozens of the biggest names in music convened at a studio in Los Angeles, checked
their egos at the door and recorded a song to benefit African famine relief that would alter global pop
culture history.

Goh Nakamura, Composer
Darren Morze, Composer

High On The Hog

Food For The Journey

From black-eyed peas to gumbo, African ingredients define New Orleans' signature dishes. Up north, the
Great Migration inspires Chicago's culinary style.

Michael Bearden, Composer

Jim Henson Idea Man

Jim Henson Idea Man takes us into the mind of this singular creative visionary, from his early years
puppeteering on local television to the worldwide success of Sesame Street, The Muppet Show, and
beyond; a fascinating and insightful look at a man whose imagination inspired the world.

David Fleming, Composer

The Jinx - Part Two

Chapter 9: Saving My Tears Until It’s Official

Durst appears in court for the Susan Berman murder trial in Los Angeles in 2020. The court hears details
of his first wife Kathie’s disappearance in 1982, and the prosecutors make the case that Berman helped
Durst cover up the crime. Bob’s dear friend Nick Chavin takes the stand.

Michael Griffin, Composer
Michael Schanzlin, Composer



Kevin Hart & Chris Rock: Headliners Only

From back in the day to the top of their game, Kevin Hart and Chris Rock offer a candid, behind-the-scenes
look at their friendship and careers.

Michael Bearden, Composer

Kings From Queens: The Run DMC Story

Down With The King

As Down With the King tops the charts, the group embarks on their personal journeys and tragedies; Jay is
tragically murdered, leading to the group’s demise; years later, Rev and DMC reunite to celebrate their
legacy.

Bill Sherman, Composer

Last Call: When A Serial Killer Stalked Queer New York

Fred

A break in forensic technology in 2001 leads investigators to a new suspect: a Staten Island nurse, Richard
Rogers, who’d twice been acquitted of violent crimes, including murder and for sexually assaulting a man
he’d picked up at a gay bar. Activists, family members, investigators and prosecutors work for closure.

Ariel Marx, Composer

Life On Our Planet

Chapter 1: The Rules Of Life

Evolution. Competition. Mass extinction. Three fundamental rules have driven the rise and fall of life on
Earth for over four billion years.

Lorne Balfe, Composer

Lolla: The Story Of Lollapalooza

F*** The Man

Originally planned as a farewell tour for Jane’s Addiction, the 1991 Lollapalooza music festival forever
changes the music industry with its unconventional and iconic lineup and inadvertently gives birth to a
cultural revolution.

Jackson Greenberg, Composer
Pam Autuori, Composer

Love Has Won: The Cult Of Mother God

Episode 3

Amy’s children describe their lives growing up without a mother. After Amy claims to be the goddess Pele,
the Love Has Won commune is kicked out of Hawaii. As Amy’s health deteriorates, her followers continue
to raise money for the group and flee to Colorado.

Palmbomen II, Composer

Maxine's Baby: The Tyler Perry Story

Maxine’s Baby: The Tyler Perry Story, a nod to his mother’s love, is a portrait of visionary and innovator
Tyler Perry: his harrowing but faithful road to the top of an industry that didn’t always include him.

James Poyser, Composer



Milli Vanilli

Step inside music's biggest scandal with Milli Vanilli a documentary that tells the story of Robert Pilatus and
Fabrice Morvan. Rob and Fab, better known as Milli Vanilli, became the world’s most popular pop duo in
1990—but their ascension came at a devastating price that led to their infamous undoing.

Michael Griffin, Composer
Michael Schanzlin, Composer

Native America

Women Rule

Native women are leading, innovating, and inspiring in the arts, politics, and protecting the planet. Women
Rule explores the diverse ways they carry forward deep traditions to better their communities, their lands,
and the world.

Ed Tomney, Composer

Our Planet II

Chapter 1: World On The Move

Be it buffalo, polar bears, humpback whales or albatross chicks, migration is a vital survival strategy for
animals to feed, reproduce and find homes.

Jasha Klebe, Composer
Thomas Farnon, Composer

Planet Earth III

Extremes

Discover amazing landscapes, the most amazing fights of animals on our planet, from the highest
mountains to the deepest oceans, from the darkest caves to the hottest deserts with new technology. In
this episode, uncover stories where life exists amongst Earth's greatest natural wonders.

Jacob Shea, Composer
Sara Barone, Composer
Hans Zimmer, Composer

Queens

African Queens

In the towering walls of Tanzania’s Ngorongoro crater, the sisters of a lion pride clash with a hyena clan
ruled by an all-powerful queen.

Morgan Grace Kibby, Composer

Quiet On Set: The Dark Side Of Kids TV

The Darkest Secret

Quiet on Set: The Dark Side of Kids TV uncovers the toxic culture behind iconic children’s shows of the late
1990s and early 2000s. The docuseries reveals an insidious environment behind an empire, rife with
allegations of abuse, sexism, racism and inappropriate dynamics with its underage stars and crew.

Ian Hultquist, Composer



The Reluctant Traveler With Eugene Levy

Scotland: My Mother’s Country

Past meets present as Eugene explores his emotional family history in Glasgow and lives like a royal at the
stunning Candacraig mansion.

David Schweitzer, Composer

Rock Hudson: All That Heaven Allowed

Rock Hudson was one of Hollywood’s most celebrated leading men of the 1950s and ‘60s, whose diagnosis
and death from AIDS in 1985 shocked the world. This documentary explores the story of the iconic actor
who was forced to live a double life.

Laura Karpman, Composer

Shiny Happy People: Duggar Family Secrets

Meet The Duggars

The shiny facade of America's favorite giant family, and the ministry that guided their conservative values,
is shattered, revealing a troubling reality underneath.

Gregory Tripi, Composer

Sly

This retrospective documentary offers a portrait of actor-writer-director-producer, Sylvester Stallone,
paralleling his troubled upbringing and unlikely underdog-story with the iconic characters he has brought to
life.

Tyler Strickland, Composer

Spermworld

A documentary examining the new wild west of baby making, how our fantasies about partnership and
parenthood shape our deepest desires and an incisive portrait of the search for human connection in an
alienating world.

Ari Balouzian, Composer

Stamped From The Beginning

This documentary based on Ibram X. Kendi's book explores the history of racist ideas in America.

Roman GianArthur, Composer

STAX: Soulsville U.S.A.

Chapter Four: Nothing Takes The Place Of You

By the 1970’s, Stax is in its prime and decides to give back to the Black community with the 1972 Wattstax
benefit concert. Yet, unscrupulous industry practices result in money troubles; when their bank goes under
it drags Stax down with them, forcing the company to shutter its doors.

Sultana Isham, Composer



Steve! (Martin) A Documentary In 2 Pieces

Now

Now in the golden years of his career, Martin is busier than ever. He retraces the transformation that led to
happiness in his art and personal life.

Daniel Wohl, Composer

Steve! (Martin) A Documentary In 2 Pieces

Then

Steve Martin’s meteoric rise was no easy feat. After early struggles, he went on to revolutionize stand-up
— then walked away at 35.

Darian Sahanaja, Composer

Stormy

From reporters to lawyers to politicians, many have attempted to define Stormy Daniels. Stormy tells the
unvarnished truth about an unlikely American icon — this time, in her own words.

Jeff Morrow, Composer

The Super Models

The Fame

Christy, Cindy, Linda and Naomi work with fashion titans and walk the most high-profile runways, leading
to a music video that changes everything.

T. Griffin, Composer
Ben Johnson, Composer
Dylan Stark, Composer

Telemarketers

Part 1

Sam, a 14-year-old high school dropout, joins a telemarketing firm raising money for charities. What starts
off as horseplay, filming the outrageous office antics, leads Sam and his colleague Pat to closely examine
their dubious fundraising practices and the players behind this seemingly large-scale fraud.

Robert Aiki Aubrey Lowe, Composer

Thank You, Goodnight: The Bon Jovi Story

Nowhere To Everywhere

The band becomes an overnight hit, but tensions escalate even as success burgeons for Bon Jovi. The
cocktail of fatigue vs. ambition highlighted by a performance in Guadalajara Mexico could just be Bon Jovi’s
demise.

Miles Hankins, Composer



30 For 30

The Minister Of Defense

Generational football talent, bigger-than-life personality, forever devoted to his faith... Reggie White was a
man of conviction who lived in an unflinching way. The Minister Of Defense chronicles White’s life in all its
humanity, from the highs of football stardom and stirring sermons to the lows of discrimination and
heartbreak.

David Robidoux, Composer

Tiger

Tiger journeys alongside a young tigress raising her cubs in the fabled forests of India. Curious,
rambunctious and at times a bit clumsy, the cubs have a lot to learn from their mother who works to keep
them safe from pythons, bears and marauding male tigers.

Nitin Sawhney, Composer

Understanding Autism

Understanding Autism follows a filmmaker as he aims to discover more about his own autism. Speaking to
autistic people all across the spectrum, he seeks to reframe the perception of autism by focusing on the
identification, diagnosis, and treatment by highlighting the amazing talents and love of neurodiversity.

John Frizzell, Composer

Victoria's Secret: The Tour '23

A re-imagining of the iconic Victoria's Secret Fashion Show. The Tour marks a year-long project investing
in and supporting the careers of 20 incredible women from 4 continents. With no rules and the world as
their stage, they are invited to make the VS platform their own.

Asma Maroof, Composer

Wham!

Through archival interviews and footage, George Michael and Andrew Ridgeley relive the arc of their
Wham! career, from 70s best buds to 80s pop icons.

Tim Atack, Composer

You Were My First Boyfriend

In this twist on the classic high school reunion movie, filmmaker Cecilia Aldarondo embarks on a fantastical
quest to reconcile her tortured teen years, revisiting some of her most formative – and at times
cringeworthy – experiences.

Angélica Negrón, Composer

End of Category



Outstanding Music Direction

The 59th Academy Of Country Music Awards

The 59th Academy of Country Music Awards took place Thursday, May 16, live from Ford Center at The
Star in Frisco, Texas. The ACM Awards gave fans around the world an exclusive invitation to Country
Music’s Party of the Year with the biggest stars and unforgettable live performances.

Chip Matthews, Music Director

American Idol

Grand Finale

Who will become the next American Idol? The Top 3 finalists give their all for the last chance to earn
America’s vote. Jon Bon Jovi serves as guest mentor and performer, plus special performances from other
music legends and today’s top stars.

Kris Pooley, Music Director

Apple Music Live: Jennifer Lopez

Pop superstar Jennifer Lopez performs songs from her new album and some of her all-time biggest hits in
Los Angeles.

Kimberly Burse, Music Director

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVIII Halftime Show Starring Usher

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVIII Halftime Show, Starring Usher, featured Alicia Keys, HER, Jermaine
Dupri, Lil Jon, Will I Am, and Ludacris, performing across the field and three stages. The 13-minute
performance featured the songs YEAH, My Boo, Caught Up, and Burn.

Issiah "IZ" Avila, Music Director
Bobby Ross Avila, Music Director
Lil Jon, Music Director

Barry Manilow’s A Very Barry Christmas

Barry Manilow and his band celebrate the holidays at the Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino with
performances of Manilow's greatest hits along with several holiday favorites.

Ron Walters Jr., Music Director

BET Awards 2023

The year's biggest artists are awarded for their work in film, television, music, sports and more during this
celebration of all things Black culture.

Kid Capri, Music Director
Adam Blackstone, Music Director

Dancing With The Stars

Most Memorable Year

Dancing with the Stars is co-hosted by Alfonso Ribeiro and Julianne Hough pairing celebrities with ballroom
dancers to compete in choreographed dances judged by renowned experts, including Carrie Ann Inaba,
Bruno Tonioli, Derek Hough.

Ray Chew, Music Director



Gaga Chromatica Ball

Lady Gaga delivers a sold-out show at Dodger Stadium as part of her Chromatica Ball Stadium Tour.
Featuring fresh performances, complete with Gaga's dancing and choreography, set design, and costumes.

Michael Bearden, Music Director

Hannah Waddingham: Home For Christmas

Ring in the holidays with Hannah Waddingham as she welcomes special guests for a musical extravaganza
at the London Coliseum.

David Tench, Music Director

John Early: Now More Than Ever

John Early brings his unique blend of cutting commentary, pop-star swagger and lovable nature to
Brooklyn, New York. In the style of a gritty 1970s rockumentary. Early performs stand-up and explosive
song covers from Britney Spears to Neil Young, intercut with Spinal Tap-esque backstage sketches.

Michael A. Hesslein, Music Director

The 46th Kennedy Center Honors

The 46th Kennedy Center Honors, the nation's highest honor for the Performing Arts, celebrates esteemed
honorees Billy Crystal, Renée Fleming, Barry Gibb, Queen Latifah and Dionne Warwick. With the President
and First Lady in attendance, a star-studded cast pay tribute to Honorees through heartfelt stories, moving
performances, poignant testimonies.

Rickey Minor, Music Director

Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 1488

Fred Armisen returns to lead the 8G Band for Late Night’s 10th anniversary episode after alternating with
some of the best drummers in music. Fred’s indie rock ensemble, The 8G Band, kicks out the freshly
written daily jams, keeping Late Night with Seth Meyers on the beat all year long.

Fred Armisen, Music Director
Eli Janney, Music Director

Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Elton John & Bernie Taupin

Two-hour tribute to Elton and Bernie featuring 12 performances from Metallica, Garth Brooks, Joni Mitchell,
Brandi Carlile, Annie Lennox, Billy Porter. Joni sings I’m Still Standing; Metallica covers Love Lies Bleeding
and more.

Davey Johnstone, Music Director

Macy's 4th Of July Fireworks Spectacular

The 47th Annual Macy's Fourth of July Fireworks, jam-packed with serious star power, electrifying
performances & pyrotechnics, our show was truly the celebration of the summer!

Raymond Chew, Music Director

The Masked Singer

2000s Night

Five celebrities perform songs from the 2000s and one is unmasked.

Miguel Gandelman, Music Director



The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the cinematic achievements of the filmmaking community. Hosted by Jimmy
Kimmel, the 96th Oscars featured 23 awards categories, notable presenters and performances of the year's
Music (Original Song) nominees.

Rickey Minor, Music Director

2023 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

The live broadcast of music's highest honor, featuring tributes and moving performances by Sheryl Crow,
Missy Elliot, Willie Nelson, Chaka Khan, Dave Matthews, Olivia Rodrigo, H.E.R., Jimmy Page, and Elton
John.

Adam Blackstone, Music Director
Don Was, Music Director
Omar Edwards, Music Director

Saturday Night Live

Host: Ryan Gosling

Host Ryan Gosling pays tribute to Ken with Emily Blunt in a musical monologue. Sketches include a post-
breakup, country revenge song; an event derailed by audience members who resemblance Beavis & Butt-
Head; and a new Close Encounter. Two live performances by Chris Stapleton and an all-new edition of
Weekend Update.

Lenny Pickett, Music Director
Leon Pendarvis, Music Director
Eli Brueggemann, Music Director

Taylor Mac's 24-Decade History Of Popular Music

Taylor Mac performs a 24-hour concert that offers an alternative take on U.S. history, narrated through
music that was popular from the nation’s founding to the present with Mac transforming hourly through
decade-specific costumes.

Matt Ray, Music Director

76th Annual Tony Awards

The Antoinette Perry Award for Excellence in Broadway Theatre, more commonly known as the Tony
Award, recognizes excellence in live Broadway theatre.

Patrick Vaccariello, Music Director
Macy Schmidt, Music Director
Benjamin Rauhala, Music Director

The Voice

Live Semi-Final Performances

The top nine artists perform solo and in trios in front of coaches Niall Horan, John Legend, Reba McEntire
and Gwen Stefani for their chance at a spot in the live finale; viewers have the chance to vote for their
favorite artist overnight.

Paul Mirkovich, Music Director



The Wonderful World Of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration

Disney Parks brings holiday magic to life in this special led by hosts Derek and Julianne Hough, featuring
DJ Khaled, and performances by Mariah Carey, Michael Bolton, Mickey Guyton, Ariana DeBose, Adam
Blackstone, Andra Day, Chris Janson, Tori Kelly, Chrissy Metz, The Smashing Pumpkins, Robin Thicke, and
Iam Tongi.

Kimberly Burse, Music Director

End of Category



Outstanding Original Music And Lyrics

Adventure Time: Fionna And Cake

Fionna Campbell / Song Title: Not Myself

After a disastrous morning, Fionna can’t afford to take Cake to the vet, so she seeks help from an
unconventional source.

Zuzu Stranack, Music & Lyrics
Kurran Karbal, Music

Big Mouth

Get The F**k Outta My House / Song Title: Pussy Don't Lie

Andrew takes a liking to his new neighbor - and her mom. Nick wants to be more than Danni's friend, but
her entanglement with Travis gets in the way.

Mark Rivers, Music & Lyrics

Big Mouth

The International Show / Song Title: Esperando Pelitos

Big Mouth goes global as Maury and Connie take a closer look at how kids around the world experience
puberty.

Lin-Manuel Miranda, Music & Lyrics

Bob's Burgers

The (Raccoon) King & I / Song Title: Gas In My Car

During a neighborhood block party, Linda makes a mistake that could threaten the life of her favorite alley
raccoon.

Scott Jacobson, Music & Lyrics
John Dylan Keith, Music

The Buccaneers

Wedding Of The Season / Song Title: Close To You

Season Finale. Nan must figure out her path forward. Jinny feels trapped. Mrs. St. George reckons with the
state of her family.

Courtney Barnett, Music & Lyrics
Sharon Van Etten, Music & Lyrics

Conan O’Brien Must Go

Norway / Song Title: Velkommen Til Klubben

Lost luggage can’t keep Conan from experiencing the best of Norway—which includes dressing like a local,
fighting like a Viking, drunk knitting, recording a Norwegian rap/pop banger, and salmon farming in the
Arctic Circle.

Conan O'Brien, Lyrics
Jarle Hjellvik Wallevik, Music & Lyrics
Christian Wallevik, Music & Lyrics



Disenchantment

Electric Ladyland / Song Title: Underwater Mermaid Orgy

After Malfus foretells an ominous prophecy, Bean and Mora travel to Steamland to reconnect with Zøg -
but first they must decode a cryptic message.

Mark Mothersbaugh, Music
Robert Mothersbaugh, Music
Matt Groening, Lyrics

Eric

Episode 1 / Song Title: Good Day Sunshine

Vincent's son Edgar has an idea for Good Day Sunshine's new puppet. But before he can convince his
father, the boy disappears on the way to school.

Tim Minchin, Music & Lyrics

Genius: MLK/X

The American Promise / Song Title: Home

Two monumental 1963 events—the March on Washington and the Kennedy assassination—have lasting
effects on both men. Martin becomes the moral leader of the Movement, while Malcolm is suspended from
the NOI.

Rhiannon Giddens, Music & Lyrics

Genius: MLK/X

Graduation / Song Title: Jericho

Young Martin is influenced by his family and the racial circumstances of the Jim Crow-era South. He
developed community and leadership skills while attending and ultimately graduating from Boston
University. Young Malcolm is taught racial pride.

Jacob Banks, Music & Lyrics
Nayla 'Sillkey' Nyassa, Music & Lyrics

Genius: MLK/X

The Sword And The Shield / Song Title: Change The World

The two leaders meet briefly in DC while supporting the passage of the Civil Rights Act. Martin wins the
Nobel Peace Prize. Malcolm forms two new organizations. Both men are under scrutiny and surveillance.

Aloe Blacc, Music & Lyrics

Girls5eva

New York / Song Title: The Medium Time

With ticket sales low and tensions high, the group hustles to save their Radio City Music Hall show - but
their friendship hangs in the balance.

Sara Bareilles, Music & Lyrics



Good Trouble

What Now? / Song Title: I'm Choosing Me

On the eve of her wedding, Davia as Darla confronts past wounds and embraces empowerment with "I'm
Choosing Me" in the musical finale. Despite a seductive bartender's influence, Davia prioritizes her
happiness over a tainted relationship, symbolizing a transformative night of self-discovery and liberation.

Heather Reid, Music & Lyrics

Hazbin Hotel

Masquerade / Song Title: Loser, Baby

Angel struggles to juggle his work and his time at the Hotel. Charlie decides it’s time to put her ‘Princess’
status to use with Angel’s boss.

Sam Haft, Music & Lyrics
Andrew Underberg, Music & Lyrics

Human Resources

Rochelle, Rochelle / Song Title: Who Am I?

After Pete shares his feelings with Rochelle, Rochelle must decide if she's a Lovebug or a Hate Worm - but
her decision may have ripple effects.

Mark Rivers, Music & Lyrics

The Idol

Jocelyn Forever / Song Title: One Of The Girls

While planning a showcase for her upcoming tour, Jocelyn begins to take control of the relationships
around her – much to Tedros’s dismay. Later, a meeting with Jocelyn disrupts Nikki’s plans for Dyanne, as
disturbing news about Jocelyn’s ex emerges.

Mike Dean, Music
The Weeknd, Lyrics
Kristin Fisher, Lyrics

The Idol

Pop Tarts & Rat Tales / Song Title: World Class Sinner

As Jocelyn preps for her triumphant return, a leaked photo sends her team into crisis mode – just as a
journalist arrives to do an in-depth profile on her. Later, Jocelyn has a chance encounter with nightclub
owner Tedros.

The Weeknd, Lyrics
Asa Taconne, Music & Lyrics

It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia

Risk E. Rat's Pizza & Amusement Center / Song Title: Do Whatever You Want

The Gang goes to "Risk E. Rat's" only to find all the riskiness has been systematically replaced with safety
and overcautiousness. Dennis and Charlie try to find the old ride with the animatronic boobs. Dee takes
Frank on a scavenger hunt.

Cormac Bluestone, Music & Lyrics



Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Trump Still Mad About Oscars Joke And Thinks Jimmy Is Al Pacino, Chris Stapleton’s Ballad For John
Stamos, Guest Rob McElhenney & The Return Of Our Outdoor Stage! / Song Title: John Stamos

Stupid Jimmy Kimmel responds to Donald Trump’s baffling Truth Social post about the Oscars in which
Trump confuses Jimmy with Al Pacino. Full House superfan Chris Stapleton sings a surprise ballad to John
Stamos. With guest Rob McElhenney plus Stapleton performs on the newly-resurrected Kimmel Outdoor
Stage.

Devin Field, Lyrics
Gary Greenberg, Lyrics
Jimmy Kimmel, Lyrics
Chris Stapleton, Music

Julia

Fried Chicken / Song Title: Judith

After failing to see eye-to-eye on a handful of recipes, Julia and Simca propose a culinary showdown for a
group of guests, including James Beard. At Hunter’s birthday party, newcomer Elaine faces scrutiny from
her coworkers, while Avis fends off the advances of a new suitor.

Tom Kitt, Music & Lyrics
Daniel S. Goldfarb, Lyrics
Christopher Adam Keyser, Lyrics

Kingdom Business

Caught Up / Song Title: That Way

A bombshell TV interview exposes cracks in the Jordan family foundation, Denita searches for her mystery
visitor, and Taj and Essence's future is threatened when a secret comes to light.

Kirk Franklin, Music & Lyrics

Knuckles

The Flames Of Disaster / Song Title: The Flames Of Disaster

In order to learn where Knuckles' true strength lies, Wade must see the world through his eyes. A Musical
Episode.

Matthew Compton, Music & Lyrics
Asa Taccone, Music & Lyrics

Ladies Of The '80s: A Divas Christmas

Song Title: Ladies Of The '80s

Five iconic female stars from the 80s reunite to share the spotlight and shoot the final Christmas episode of
their long-running soap opera. But as old tensions resurface and secrets emerge, they must navigate
personal conflicts and unexpected twists, discovering the power of forgiveness, friendship, and the magic
of Christmas.

Steve Dorff, Music & Lyrics
Michael Jay, Music & Lyrics



Leo Reich: Literally Who Cares?!

Song Title: Valid

Leo Reich: Literally Who Cares?! blends songs, anecdotes, and anxious non-sequiturs in a valiant attempt
to raise awareness about important social and political causes…or something. Treading the line between
stand-up comedy and humorless performance art, Leo Reich faces the uncertainty of our collective future.

Leo Reich, Lyrics
Toby Oliver Samuel Marlow, Music

Monsieur Spade

Episode 6 / Song Title: La Langue Bleue

Twenty years after the events of the novel "The Maltese Falcon", Sam Spade has retired in the small town
of Bozouls in the South of France. It's 1963, the war has ended, and in a very short time, so, too, will
Spade's tranquility.

Laetitia Sadier, Lyrics
Lukas Frank, Music & Lyrics

The Morning Show

Love Island / Song Title: For Lisa

Unexpected connections emerge while the world is in lockdown.

Joe Tippett, Music & Lyrics

Nikki Glaser: Someday You’ll Die

Song Title: Someday You'll Die

Nikki Glaser dives into a wide range of topics including why she doesn’t want kids, the harsh realities of
aging, her sexual fantasies, and plans for her own death – all in her hilarious, unapologetic, fearless, and
brutally honest style.

Nikki Glaser, Music & Lyrics
Tim Convy, Music & Lyrics
Dan Monahan, Music & Lyrics

Obliterated

Born In The U.S.S.R. / Song Title: Party Bus

After saving Las Vegas, an elite special forces team throws a celebratory party filled with booze, sex and
drugs...only to discover that the bomb they deactivated was a fake. The now intoxicated team must fight
through their impairments, overcome their personal issues, find the real bomb, and save the world.

Leo Birenberg, Music & Lyrics
Zach Robinson, Music & Lyrics

Oblivious

Song Title: On That Day

A young woman struggling to come to terms with her terminal illness finds help from paranormal forces to
guide her to peace and acceptance.

Robert Michael, Music & Lyrics



Office Race

Song Title: You're Awesome

After he’s passed over for a job promotion, professional-underachiever Pat Cassidy is pressured by his
ambitious new boss into running a marathon for charity. But with zero training and only three months until
race day, Pat soon finds himself running for much more than his job.

Bryan Adams, Music & Lyrics
Mutt Lange, Music & Lyrics

Only Murders In The Building

Sitzprobe / Song Title: Which Of The Pickwick Triplets Did It?

On the day of the show’s most critical rehearsal, the pressure mounts. A familiar official returns to upend
the case, Loretta’s complex past threatens to upend all else and Charles must finally sing his number
without losing his marbles.

Benj Pasek, Music & Lyrics
Justin Paul, Music & Lyrics
Marc Shaiman, Music & Lyrics
Scott Wittman, Music & Lyrics

Parish

Sanctuary / Song Title: Golden Offer

Cornered, Gray's allegiance to Horse is put to the ultimate test. The Parish and Tongai families search for
their missing loved ones. The Tongais gather intel on their adversary.

Wow Jones, Music
JimiJame$, Music & Lyrics

Praise Petey

Punishment Hole / Song Title: Petey Has A UTI

Petey's paranoia gets the better of her when her UTI causes gossip to run rampant in New Utopia.

Chris Ryan, Music & Lyrics
Taryn Englehart, Lyrics
Andrew Farmer, Lyrics

Renegade Nell

Not Some Cheap Trick / Song Title: The Ballad Of Renegade Nell

Nell and the gang race against time to stop Poynton and save the Queen.

Oli Julian, Music & Lyrics
Nick Foster, Music & Lyrics

Resident Alien

Lovebird / Song Title: Alien Love Song

Asta and D’arcy take a drastic step in an attempt to get Harry back on track.

Chris Sheridan, Lyrics
Kelechi Urama, Lyrics
Noah Sorota, Music



The Righteous Gemstones

For Out Of The Heart Come Evil Thoughts / Song Title: Judy

Threatened with blackmail, Judy turns to Amber for advice, while Jesse goads BJ into a long-simmering
fight. As a despondent Kelvin tackles life without Keefe, Baby Billy works on bringing Jesse’s miracle to
life… for a price.

Joseph Stephens, Music & Lyrics

RuPaul’s Drag Race

Grand Finale / Song Title: Queen of Wind (Nymphia Wind)

The top queens face off in an epic evening of performances and lip syncs, as they compete for the title of
America’s Next Drag Superstar and a grand prize of $200,000.

Brett "Leland" McLaughlin, Music & Lyrics
Leo "Nymphia" Tsao, Lyrics

RuPaul’s Drag Race

The Sound Of Rusic / Song Title: GURL

This season’s Rusical is set high in the Swish Alps, as a young queen called Mariah goes in search of a
musical outlet for her inner freak. Director Adam Shankman (Hairspray) guest judges.

Brett "Leland" McLaughlin, Music & Lyrics
John Polly, Lyrics
Tom Campbell, Lyrics
Michael Seligman, Lyrics

Saturday Night Live

Host: Ayo Edebiri / Song Title: Dune Popcorn Bucket

Ayo Edebiri makes her SNL debut. Sketches include a song about romance with Dune popcorn buckets; a
school hypnotist assembly where Edebiri’s character reveals secrets; and an ill-informed drug PSA with a
college friend group. Two live performances by Jennifer Lopez and an all-new edition of Weekend Update.

Dan Bulla, Music & Lyrics
Steven Castillo, Lyrics
Jake Procanik, Music

Saturday Night Live

Host: Jason Momoa / Song Title: Rome Song

Jason Momoa hosts SNL. Sketches include a song about men's obsession with the Roman Empire; a cab
driver who takes a personal medical call while driving a passenger, and an old-timey film derailed by two
passersby. Two live performances by Tate McRae and an all-new edition of Weekend Update.

Streeter Seidell, Lyrics
Dan Bulla, Music & Lyrics
Jake Procanik, Music



Saturday Night Live

Host: Josh Brolin / Song Title: Airplane Song

Josh Brolin makes a splash on SNL by cold plunging during his monologue. Sketches include a song about
watching a fellow traveler’s movie on an airplane and the return of Lisa from Temecula. Two live
performances by Ariana Grande and an all-new edition of Weekend Update.

Auguste White, Lyrics
Andrew Dismukes, Lyrics
Gary Richardson, Lyrics
Eli Brueggemann, Music

Saturday Night Live

Host: Kate McKinnon / Song Title: Farm Song

Former cast member Kate McKinnon hosts SNL for the first time. Sketches include an ode to farms where
tampons grow; an elf news segment following an orca attack on Santa’s village; and a new Whiskers R We.
Two live performances by Billie Eilish and an all-new edition of Weekend Update.

Kate McKinnon, Lyrics
Alison Gates, Lyrics
Eli Brueggemann, Music

Saturday Night Live

Host: Maya Rudolph / Song Title: Maya Rudolph Mother’s Day Monologue

Host Maya Rudolph dances through the studio in a disco-inspired Mother’s Day monologue. Sketches
include Hot Ones where Beyoncé can’t handle the heat, a coffee commercial gone awry, a PSA from tired
schoolteachers, and a cold open featuring the SNL casts’ mothers. Vampire Weekend performs and an all-
new Weekend Update.

Maya Rudolph, Lyrics
Auguste White, Lyrics
Mike DiCenzo, Lyrics
Jake Nordwind, Lyrics
Eli Brueggemann, Music

Saturday Night Live

Host: Nate Bargatze / Song Title: Lake Beach

Nate Bargazte hosts an original episode of SNL. Sketches include a country trio singing about their summer
days at the Lake Beach; an inspirational message from George Washington; and a cooking competition
gone wrong. Two live performances by the Foo Fighters and an all-new edition of Weekend Update.

James Austin Johnson, Lyrics
Andrew Dismukes, Lyrics
Streeter Seidell, Lyrics
Dan Bulla, Music & Lyrics
Eli Brueggemann, Music



Saturday Night Live

Host: Ramy Youssef / Song Title: We Got Too High

Ramy Youssef hosts SNL. Sketches include a rap about partying with Travis Scott, a talk show for
immigrant dads, and an NPR Tiny Desk concert that is continually interrupted. Two live performances by
Travis Scott and an all-new edition of Weekend Update.

John Higgins, Lyrics
Martin Herlihy, Lyrics
Ben Marshall, Lyrics
Dan Bulla, Music & Lyrics
Jake Procanik, Music

Saturday Night Live

Host: Ryan Gosling / Song Title: Get That Boy Back

Host Ryan Gosling pays tribute to Ken with Emily Blunt in a musical monologue. Sketches include a post-
breakup, country revenge song; an event derailed by audience members who resemblance Beavis & Butt-
Head; and a new Close Encounter. Two live performances by Chris Stapleton and an all-new edition of
Weekend Update.

Ben Marshall, Lyrics
Ceara O'Sullivan, Lyrics
John Higgins, Lyrics
Chloe Troast, Lyrics
Eli Brueggemann, Music

Scott Pilgrim Takes Off

The World vs. Scott Pilgrim / Song Title: Scott Pilgrim's Precious Little Musical

Scott, Ramona and their friends face their toughest challenge yet in a knockdown epic showdown that
could change everything.

Joseph Trapanese, Music & Lyrics
Bryan Lee O'Malley, Music & Lyrics
BenDavid Grabinski, Music & Lyrics

The Second Best Hospital In The Galaxy

That's Science, Baby! / Song Title: The Ballad Of Cthonk

Happy St. Cthonk’s Day! (The St. stands for scientist). While Sleech and Matt unexpectedly spend the
holiday together, Klak does something equally festive: an autopsy.

Cirocco Dunlap, Music & Lyrics

Sexpectations

Love Factually / Song Title: Silly Me

Katie and her roommate, Victoria, have been virgins for way too long. As they approach the end of their
20s, their lack of experience is no longer sweet or novel- it's just weird.

Patrick Tyrrell, Music & Lyrics
Kevin Good, Music & Lyrics



The Simpsons

Ae Bonnie Romance / Song Title: Willie And The Dream Of Peat Bogs

When Groundskeeper Willie is kidnapped to Scotland, Bart and the Simpsons follow, only to discover that
what awaits them was Homer's worst nightmare: a destination wedding.

Belle and Sebastian, Music
Michael Price, Lyrics

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Subspace Rhapsody / Song Title: We Are One

An accident with an experimental quantum probability field causes everyone on the Enterprise to break
uncontrollably into song, but the real danger is that the field is expanding & beginning to impact other
ships - allies & enemies alike.

Tom Polce, Music & Lyrics
Kay Hanley, Music & Lyrics

Swagger

Through The Fire / Song Title: Bronze

Jace, Crystal and the Swagger players are seen as criminals. They’ll either come together or be torn apart.

.idk., Music & Lyrics

The Tattooist Of Auschwitz

Episode 6 / Song Title: Love Will Survive

Based on the eponymously titled novel, this is the powerful real-life story of Lale Sokolov, a Jewish prisoner
who was tasked with tattooing ID numbers on prisoners' arms in the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration
camp during World War Two.

Kara Talve, Music
Hans Zimmer, Music
Walter Afanasieff, Music
Charlie Midnight, Lyrics

Taylor Mac's 24-Decade History Of Popular Music

Song Title: When All The Artists Leave Or Die

Taylor Mac performs a 24-hour concert that offers an alternative take on U.S. history, narrated through
music that was popular from the nation’s founding to the present with Mac transforming hourly through
decade-specific costumes.

Taylor Mac, Music & Lyrics

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 1917 / Song Title: Cool Bartenders

Jimmy Fallon, Keegan-Michael Key and Boy George debut their original song Cool Bartenders.

Chris Tartaro, Music & Lyrics
John Haskell, Music & Lyrics
Sage Boggs, Music & Lyrics



The Traitors

The Funeral / Song Title: His Body Lies (Where Flowers Grow)

Dan, Parvati and Phaedra are ordered to murder in plain sight using a chalice. Phaedra murders Ekin-Su,
but she survives. The contestants attend a funeral, with each voting for who was killed the previous
evening, tossing a black rose into one of three open coffins holding Ekin-Su, Parvati or MJ.

Jennifer Ann Keller, Music & Lyrics

True Detective: Night Country

Part 5 / Song Title: No Use

As Prior digs into links between Tsalal and mining company Silver Sky, Navarro rescues Leah from a local
protest that’s turned violent. While meeting with Silver Sky, Danvers balks when Connelly shares the
official cause of the Tsalal men’s deaths – and gets warned against pursuing the case any further.

John Hawkes, Music & Lyrics

Unfrosted

Song Title: Sweet Morning Heat

Michigan, 1963. Kellogg's and Post, sworn cereal rivals, race to create a pastry that will change the face of
breakfast forever. A tale of ambition, betrayal, sugar, and menacing milkmen.

Mark Ronson, Music & Lyrics
Andrew Wyatt, Music & Lyrics

We Are Lady Parts

Malala Made Me Do It / Song Title: Malala Made Me Do It

A shock eviction from the bedsit leaves Lady Parts without a rehearsal space and rethinking their artistic
priorities; but a chance lifeline leads them to a creative retreat and the creation of an unexpected hype
track.

Nida Manzoor, Music & Lyrics
Sanya Manzoor, Music & Lyrics
Shez Manzoor, Music & Lyrics
Benjamin Fregin, Music & Lyrics

The Witcher

The Art Of The Illusion / Song Title: All Is Not As It Seems

Yennefer and Geralt step out arm in arm and dressed to kill at a lavish ball, but all is not as it seems during
a night of revelry and revelations.

Joseph Trapanese, Music
Claire Higgins, Lyrics

End of Category



Outstanding Original Main Title Theme Music

Adventure Time: Fionna And Cake

Fionna, her best friend Cake and the former Ice King, Simon Petrikov, embark on an adventure through
the multiverse, dodging new threats and making self-discoveries along the way.

Amanda Delores Patricia Jones, Composer

Agatha Christie's Murder Is Easy

A stranger's death leads Luke Fitzwilliam to the quiet village of Wychwood, where he is determined to
prove that a series of tragic 'accidents' is the work of a killer.

Segun Akinola, Composer

Ahsoka

Set after the fall of the Empire, Star Wars: Ahsoka follows the former Jedi Knight Ahsoka Tano as she
investigates an emerging threat to a vulnerable galaxy.

Kevin Kiner, Composer

All The Light We Cannot See

Based on the novel of the same name, All The Light We Cannot See follows the story of Marie-Laure, a
blind French girl and her father, Daniel LeBlanc, who flee German-occupied Paris with a legendary diamond
to keep it from falling into the hands of the Nazis.

James Newton Howard, Music

American Nightmare

After a home invasion and abduction, a young couple's recounting of the events is too farfetched for the
police to believe. This docuseries unravels the consequences of our cultural rush to judgment, and the
damage done when law enforcement decides the truth can’t possibly be true.

Jessica Jones, Composer

Arnold

This three-part documentary series chronicles Arnold Schwarzenegger’s journey from the countryside of
Austria to the highest echelons of the American dream.

Christophe Beck, Composer
Matthew Feder, Composer

Blue Eye Samurai

Set in Edo-period Japan, Blue Eye Samurai follows Mizu (voiced by Maya Erskine), a mixed-race master of
the sword who lives a life in disguise seeking the deliverance of revenge.

Amie Doherty, Music

The Brothers Sun

When a mysterious enemy targets his family, a Taipei triad member heads to Los Angeles to protect his
strong-willed mother and oblivious younger brother.

Nathan Matthew David, Composer
Nick Lee, Composer



The Changeling

A fairy tale for grown-ups. A horror story, a parenthood fable and a perilous odyssey through a New York
City you didn’t know existed.

Dan Deacon, Composer

Colin From Accounts

Ashley and Gordon, two single-ish, complex humans who are brought together by a car accident and an
injured dog. Flawed, funny people choosing each other and being brave enough to show their true selves
and navigate life together.

Matt Blackman, Music

The Crowded Room

A psychological thriller set in Manhattan in the summer of 1979, when a young man is arrested for
shocking crime—and an unlikely investigator must solve the mystery behind it.

Trevor Gureckis, Music

Expats

Set against the complex tapestry of Hong Kong residents, Expats depicts a multifaceted group of women
after a single encounter sets off a chain of life-altering events that leaves everyone navigating the intricate
balance between blame and accountability.

Alex Weston, Composer

Extended Family

After an amicable divorce, Jim and Julia decide to continue to raise their kids at the family home while
taking turns on who gets to stay with them. Navigating the waters of divorce and child-sharing gets more
complicated when Trey, the owner of his favorite sports team, wins Julia’s heart.

Bill Janovitz, Music & Lyrics
Tom Maginnis, Music & Lyrics
Chris Colbourn, Music & Lyrics

Fellow Travelers

Decades-long chronicle of the risky, volatile and steamy relationship between the charismatic and
ambitious Hawk and the pious and idealistic Tim, two political staffers who fall in love at the height of the
1950s Lavender Scare.

Paul Leonard-Morgan, Composer

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Truman Capote surrounded himself with some of society’s most elite women, whom he nicknamed “the
swans,” but his act of betrayal destroyed those relationships, banished him from high society and sent him
into a spiral of self-destruction.

Thomas Newman, Composer

Franklin

In December 1776, Benjamin Franklin is world famous for his electrical experiments. But his passion and
power are put to the test when he embarks on a secret mission to France — with the fate of American
independence hanging in the balance.

Jay Wadley, Composer



A Gentleman In Moscow

A Russian aristocrat is spared from death and placed on house arrest while the Bolshevik Revolution plays
out before him.

Federico Jusid, Composer

Good Times

In this edgy, irreverent reimagining of the TV classic, a new generation of the Evans family keeps their
heads above water in a Chicago housing project.

E. Jones, Composer
George Pettus, Composer
Reuben Vincent, Lyrics

Homicide

Detectives and prosecutors revisit their most challenging homicide cases in this chilling true-crime
docuseries.

Stephen Lukach, Composer

Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Lawmen: Bass Reeves follows the journey of Reeves and his rise from enslavement to law enforcement as
one of the first Black U.S. Deputy Marshals. Despite arresting over 3,000 outlaws, the weight of the badge
was heavy, and he wrestled with its moral and spiritual cost to his beloved family.

Chanda Dancy, Composer

Lessons In Chemistry

In the 1950s, Elizabeth Zott's dream of being a scientist is challenged by a society that says women belong
in the domestic sphere. She accepts a job on a TV cooking show and sets out to teach a nation of
overlooked housewives way more than recipes.

Carlos Rafael Rivera, Composer

Life On Our Planet

With visuals from the VFX company behind Jurassic Park, this series reimagines extinct species and
spectacles on an epic scale.

Lorne Balfe, Composer

Manhunt

A conspiracy thriller about one of the best known but least understood crimes in history. This is the
astonishing story of the hunt for John Wilkes Booth in the aftermath of Abraham Lincoln's assassination—
as the fate of the country hangs in the balance.

Danielle Ponder, Music & Lyrics

Masters Of The Air

During World War II, five miles above the ground and behind enemy lines, ten men inside an aluminum
bomber known as a "Flying Fortress" battle antiaircraft fire and unrelenting flocks of German fighters.

Blake Neely, Composer



Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

After surviving Godzilla's attack on San Francisco, Cate is shaken yet again by a shocking secret. Amid
monstrous threats, she embarks on a globetrotting adventure to learn the truth about her family—and the
mysterious organization known as Monarch.

Leopold Ross, Composer

Monsieur Spade

Twenty years after the events of the novel "The Maltese Falcon", Sam Spade has retired in the small town
of Bozouls in the South of France. It's 1963, the war has ended, and in a very short time, so, too, will
Spade's tranquility.

Carlos Rafael Rivera, Composer

The New Look

This emotionally thrilling series reveals the shocking story of how fashion icon Christian Dior and his
contemporaries, including Coco Chanel, Pierre Balmain and Cristóbal Balenciaga, navigated the horrors of
World War II and launched modern fashion.

James S. Levine, Composer

90 Day: The Last Resort

In a final attempt to salvage their relationships, previous couples from the 90 Day Fiancé universe will
participate in a couples retreat to determine whether or not they can heal old wounds.

Russell Howard, Composer
Jonathan Dewey Gorman, Composer

The Other Black Girl

As the only Black woman at Wagner Books, Nella Rogers feels isolated and undervalued until the arrival of
Hazel-May McCall, sparking hope for companionship. But when a mysterious message threatens her
position, Nella's trust in Hazel wanes, leading to a journey uncovering dark secrets within the company.

EmmoLei Sankofa, Music

Our Planet II

Experience our planet's natural beauty and examine how climate change impacts all living creatures in this
ambitious documentary of spectacular scope.

Jasha Klebe, Composer
Thomas Farnon, Composer

Palm Royale

In 1969, an ambitious woman aspires to cross the line between the haves and have-nots to secure her
seat at America's most exclusive, fashionable, and treacherous table: Palm Beach high society.

Jeff Toyne, Composer

Parish

Parish follows Gray Parish as desperate personal circumstances push him back into a life of crime working
with a ruthless gangster, The Horse. Gray's family ends up in the crosshairs, and he risks losing everything
he loves.

Wow Jones, Composer
JimiJame$, Composer



Pluto

When the world's seven most advanced robots and their human allies are murdered one by one, inspector
Gesicht soon discovers that he's also in danger.

Yugo Kanno, Composer

Praise Petey

Follows a New York City girl who has it all until her life comes crashing down around her. As luck would
have it, a mysterious gift from her father gives her a new lease on life.

Kathryn Bostic, Composer

Queens

In six remote and beautiful places on our planet are queendoms run by the most powerful leaders in the
animal world. These queens are sisters, single mothers, grandmothers. Queens tells their stories of
resilience, strength, love and loss for the first time.

Alewya Demmisse, Music
Dean James Barratt, Music

The Regime

The Regime tells the story of one year within the walls of the palace of a modern European regime as it
begins to unravel. Starring Kate Winslet, Matthias Schoenaerts, Hugh Grant, Guillaume Gallienne, Andrea
Riseborough and Martha Plimpton.

Alexandre Desplat, Composer

Roots Of Comedy With Jesus Trejo

Part comedy, part social commentary, part travelogue, the series follows host Mexican-American comedian
Jesus Trejo as he embarks on telling the stories behind the laughs, revealing how the most memorable
stand-up comedy traces back to the roots of a community.

Dan the Automator, Composer

The Second Best Hospital In The Galaxy

Daring surgeons (and inseparable best friends) Dr. Sleech and Dr. Klak work at The Second Best Hospital
in the Galaxy where they frequently risk everything to take on the most dangerous cases in the universe.

Wendy & Lisa, Composer

Secret Invasion

Nick Fury learns of a clandestine invasion of Earth by a faction of shapeshifting Skrulls. He joins his allies
Maria Hill and the Skrull Talos, and together they must race against time to thwart an imminent Skrull
invasion and save humanity.

Kris Bowers, Composer

Sho ̄gun

Set in Japan in the year 1600, Lord Yoshii Toranaga is fighting for his life as his enemies on the Council of
Regents unite against him, when a mysterious European ship is found marooned in a nearby fishing village.

Atticus Ross, Composer
Leopold Ross, Composer
Nick Chuba, Composer



Silo

In a ruined and toxic future, thousands live in a giant silo deep underground. After its sheriff breaks a
cardinal rule and residents die mysteriously, engineer Juliette starts to uncover shocking secrets and the
truth about the silo.

Atli Örvarsson, Composer

Special Ops: Lioness

Special Ops: Lioness, inspired by an actual US Military program, follows the life of Joe while she attempts
to balance her personal and professional life as the tip of the CIA's spear in the war on terror.

Andrew Lockington, Music

Strange Planet

Welcome to a distant planet not unlike our own, with hilarious yet poignant observations on life, love, and
friendship—told in the most peculiar of ways.

Nathan W. Pyle, Music & Lyrics

3 Body Problem

A young woman’s fateful decision in 1960s China reverberates across space and time into the present day.
When the laws of nature inexplicably unravel before their eyes, a close-knit group of brilliant scientists join
forces with an unorthodox detective to confront the greatest threat in humanity’s history.

Ramin Djawadi, Music

Tires

Will (Steven Gerben), the nervous and unqualified heir to an auto repair chain, attempts to turn his
father’s business around despite constant torture from his cousin and now employee, Shane (Shane Gillis).

Chris Archibald, Music & Lyrics

The Walking Dead: Dead City

Maggie and Negan travel into a post-apocalyptic Manhattan long ago cut off from the mainland. The city is
filled with the dead and denizens who have made New York City their own world.

Ian Hultquist, Composer

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

The love story between Rick and Michonne. Changed by a world that is constantly changing, will they find
themselves in a war against the living or will they discover that they too are The Walking Dead?

Sam Ewing, Music
Bear McCreary, Music

We Were The Lucky Ones

A Jewish family is determined to survive and reunite after being separated in World War II.

Rachel Portman, Composer

Welcome To Wrexham

Rob McElhenney and Ryan Reynolds run Wrexham Football Club as they try to create an underdog story
the world can root for. From Hollywood to Wales, the docuseries tracks their crash course in ownership and
the interwoven fates of a team and a town.

Jon Hume, Music & Lyrics
Giosuè Greco, Music & Lyrics



End of Category



Outstanding Music Supervision

Acapulco

Sweet Dreams Are Made Of This

At Julia’s long-anticipated dress shop opening, Maximo surprises her with a gift that goes wrong. Sara runs
into her new crush.

Javier Nuño, Music Supervisor
Joe Rodríguez, Music Supervisor

Albert Brooks: Defending My Life

Albert Brooks opens up about his life and career in this conversation with his lifelong friend, Rob Reiner.
From stand-up to his seven original motion pictures, Reiner and Brooks explore the origins and evolution of
Brooks’ career.

Andrea von Foerster, Music Supervisor

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Into The Dark

In captivity, Aang meets a king with a taste for games. To find their friend, the siblings must navigate a
dark tunnel - and put their differences aside.

Adèle Ho, Music Supervisor

Baby Reindeer

Episode 4

As Donny reports Martha to the police, it triggers the memory of a traumatic experience he had with a
man, Darrien, who he met at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival years before.

Catherine Grieves, Music Supervisor

Behind The Music

Wolfgang Van Halen

Wolfgang Van Halen details his lifelong journey in rock music, culminating in his solo project, Mammoth
WVH. With raw honesty, he emotionally explores his father's addiction, cancer, and eventual passing.

Jennifer Smith, Music Supervisor

Big Mouth

The International Show

Big Mouth goes global as Maury and Connie take a closer look at how kids around the world experience
puberty.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor

Black Cake

Eleanor

Covey finds herself alone in a new city, determined to start a new life with a stolen identity.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Kristen Higuera, Music Supervisor



Black Mirror

Demon 79

Northern England, 1979. A meek sales assistant discovers she must commit terrible acts to prevent an
imminent disaster.

Amelia Hartley, Music Supervisor

Bodkin

Peace In Our Time

Gilbert learns about Bodkin's shady dealings. Dove stirs up trouble at the pub. With new evidence, the crew
pieces together a shocking narrative.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor
Mike Caroleo, Music Supervisor

A Brief History Of The Future

Together

Humans are inherently social and throughout history our unique capacity for cooperation has set us apart.
As we grow and evolve, the internal changes we enact have the potential to impact those around us, our
broader communities and societies.

Chris York, Music Supervisor

The Brothers Sun

Country Boy

Mama Sun travels to Taiwan and hears upsetting news. A celebrity's holiday home provides the perfect
safe house for the brothers. Bruce bonds with Grace.

Angela Asistio, Music Supervisor

The Buccaneers

American Poison

A group of young American heiresses are changed forever when they’re whisked across the Atlantic to
London.

Matt Biffa, Music Supervisor

Buddy Games

Let The Buddy Games Begin

Six teams of four friends reunite to compete in an assortment of physical and mental challenges.

Roxanne Chalupnik, Music Supervisor



The Challenge: All Stars

True Colors

A heated confrontation over a rumor puts one All Star’s game on the line. A shocking departure brings a
true Challenge OG into the house. A power player flexes their political muscle, forcing old friends to battle
it out in the Arena.

Peter Davis, Music Supervisor
Brandon Boucher, Music Supervisor

The Continental: From The World Of John Wick

Brothers In Arms

Winston Scott gets dragged into a vast conspiracy triggered by his estranged brother’s raid on the
Continental; he must help him escape Cormac, the sadistic gangster who runs the hotel, who will stop at
nothing to retrieve a stolen coin press.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor
Marc Mondello, Music Supervisor

The Crowded Room

Savior

Danny’s and Candy’s lives are forever changed by the arrival of an unlikely Savior.

Susan Jacobs, Music Supervisor

The Crown

Ritz

After a series of strokes, a declining Margaret recalls a wild night with her sister at the Ritz in 1945, and
later celebrates her 70th birthday there.

Sarah Bridge, Music Supervisor
Iain Cooke, Music Supervisor

The Curse

Down And Dirty

Asher and Dougie have a boys' night out; Whitney explores her artistic side.

Sarah Maniquis-Garrisi, Music Supervisor

Dark Winds

Hózhó Náhásdlįį

Leaphorn and Chee discover evidence that connects their cases, only for Leaphorn to realize justice won't
be easily served. Meanwhile, Manuelito prepares for a big life change.

Rick Clark, Music Supervisor



Dreaming Whilst Black

The Dream

Kwabena is an aspiring filmmaker working a dead-end job in recruitment. When he bumps into Amy, she
offers to pass his script to a production company. But life isn't as simple as all that, and Kwabena may
have to make sacrifices to pursue his dream.

Kaya Pino, Music Supervisor

The Dynasty: New England Patriots

Score To Settle

With Jimmy Garoppolo nipping at his heels — and a coach that may not have his back — Brady stages one
of the greatest comebacks in sports history.

Justin Feldman, Music Supervisor

Echo

Maya

The lives of Maya’s family hang in the balance as Fisk’s army invades the Choctaw Nation powwow.

Dave Jordan, Music Supervisor
Justine von Winterfeltdt, Music Supervisor

Eric

Episode 1

Vincent's son Edgar has an idea for Good Day Sunshine's new puppet. But before he can convince his
father, the boy disappears on the way to school.

Danny Layton, Music Supervisor
Ross Sellwood, Music Supervisor

Expats

Central

Central shifts the narrative away from the entangled lives of expats to spend one fateful Sunday with two
Filipina domestic workers and a disparate ensemble of Hong Kong locals as a massive typhoon descends
upon the city and the 2014 political movement reaches a point of no return.

Susan Jacobs, Music Supervisor
Dylan Neely, Music Supervisor

The Fall Of The House Of Usher

The Masque Of The Red Death

Motivated by money and revenge, Perry hosts an exclusive masque-rave that takes a twisted turn. A young
Roderick pitches a revolutionary new opioid.

Justine von Winterfeldt, Music Supervisor



Fallout

The End

In 2077, Cooper and his daughter Janey endure a nuclear attack; 219 years later, Lucy from Vault 33
marries a raider, seeking her missing father; Maximus becomes a squire, hunting for the Enclave; Howard,
now a ghoul, pursues a bounty alone.

Trygge Toven, Music Supervisor

Fargo

The Tragedy Of The Commons

A series of unexpected events lands Dot in hot water and she is plunged back into a life she thought she
left behind.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor

Fellow Travelers

White Nights

It’s 1979 and Tim, now a social worker in San Francisco, travels to Fire Island where he suspects Hawk is
drinking himself to death after a family tragedy. Hawk takes Tim on a tour of “gay paradise,” indulging in
dancing, drugs and unbridled sex until things take a dark turn.

Michael A. Perlmutter, Music Supervisor

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Masquerade 1966

In 1966, documentary filmmakers the Maysles brothers capture the events leading up to and following
Truman’s iconic Black and White Ball.

Amanda Krieg Thomas, Music Supervisor

For All Mankind

Crossing The Line

A group on Mars takes drastic measures. Margo grapples with a new assignment.

Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor

For Love & Life: No Ordinary Campaign

For Love & Life: No Ordinary Campaign, follows the life of Brian Wallach and his wife Sandra, in the
aftermath of his ALS diagnosis at age 37. Exemplifying bravery, Brian and Sandra, continue to fight
against a broken system for their future and countless others.

Kathleen Smith, Music Supervisor

Franklin

Small Revenge

Franklin pays back an insult—and receives the favor of a king. A new lover catches his eye, and an old rival
turns up to thwart him.

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor



Friends In Low Places

Full Circle

Only days left to the grand opening, the team races to finish the honky-tonk. Last-minute projects are
finished, the stages are made ready for live music, the bars are stocked with food and beer and the rooftop
Oasis is finally completed. When opening day arrives, will the bar be ready?

Doug DeAngelis, Music Supervisor

Full Circle

Charger

As the McCuskers scramble to meet Aked’s demands, things come to a head at Washington Square Park.

Ian Broucek, Music Supervisor

Gen V

God U.

Congratulations. You have been chosen for admission to Godolkin University. We're thrilled to be a part of
your journey to discovering what kind of super you are.

Yvette Metoyer, Music Supervisor
Michelle Johnson, Music Supervisor

Genius: MLK/X

The Sword And The Shield

Following Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X from their formative years to their rich, parallel stories as
they shape their identities and become the change they wish to see in the world; the two visionaries
ultimately rise to pioneer a movement.

Amani "Burt Blackarach" Smith, Music Supervisor

A Gentleman In Moscow

A Master Of Circumstance

Stripped of aristocratic privilege, Count Alexander Rostov is sentenced to life imprisonment at the Metropol
Hotel; contending with allies and foes alike, it's nine-year-old Nina and her unexpected friendship that
changes his life.

Zoë Ellen Bryant, Music Supervisor
Pete Saville, Music Supervisor

The Gentlemen

Tackle Tommy Woo Woo

The toffs and their gamekeeper hunt a new kind of prey. Susie enlists some help to clean up the mess, and
Halstead Manor is blessed with a holy visitor.

Ian Neil, Music Supervisor
Iain Cooke, Music Supervisor



The Girls On The Bus

Life Is A Highway

As Grace faces her family issues, Kimberlyn helps Sadie retrieve a package, and Lola goes viral for the
wrong reasons.

Season Kent, Music Supervisor

Girls5eva

New York

With ticket sales low and tensions high, the group hustles to save their Radio City Music Hall show - but
their friendship hangs in the balance.

Jack Grabow, Music Supervisor

Good Omens

Chapter 1: The Arrival

Retired angel Aziraphale and retired demon Crowley’s lives are upended when a visitor arrives on the
doorstep of Aziraphale’s bookshop, bringing chaos. Local shopkeepers Maggie and Nina get locked in Nina’s
coffee shop when Crowley loses his temper. Heaven and Hell are suspicious, and Crowley and Aziraphale
have a disagreement.

Catherine Grimes, Music Supervisor

Good Times

Meet The Evans Of New

Beverly vows to win the housing project's annual beautification contest. Meanwhile, Reggie and Junior head
to the pool hall to earn some extra cash.

9th Wonder, Music Supervisor

The Greatest Night In Pop

On January 28, 1985, dozens of the biggest names in music convened at a studio in Los Angeles, checked
their egos at the door and recorded a song to benefit African famine relief that would alter global pop
culture history.

Gary Welch, Music Supervisor

The Greatest Roast Of All Time: Tom Brady

Offensive lines. Full-contact comedy. Kevin Hart hosts this all-star roast of NFL legend Tom Brady.

Rick Krimbel, Music Supervisor

Griselda

Lady Comes To Town

Griselda flees Medellín for Miami to make a fresh start. With her sons and a hidden cache in tow, she
seizes a chance to establish her own business.

Liza Richardson, Music Supervisor
Camilo Lara, Music Supervisor
Marc Mondello, Music Supervisor



The Idol

Pop Tarts & Rat Tales

As Jocelyn preps for her triumphant return, a leaked photo sends her team into crisis mode – just as a
journalist arrives to do an in-depth profile on her. Later, Jocelyn has a chance encounter with nightclub
owner Tedros.

Manish Raval, Music Supervisor
Tom Wolfe, Music Supervisor

Invincible

I'm Not Going Anywhere

As Mark attempts to salvage his personal life, a new villain arrives, presenting Invincible with his greatest
challenge yet. Donald grapples with his past.

Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor
Henry Van Roden, Music Supervisor

James Brown: Say It Loud

James Brown: Say it Loud traces the intense highs and lows of James Brown's life and career from a 7th-
grade drop-out to a global entertainment legend whose words, songs, style, and moves inspired musical
revolutions and molded a nation's view of Black pride and Black masculinity.

Alison Litton, Music Supervisor

Jim Henson Idea Man

Jim Henson Idea Man takes us into the mind of this singular creative visionary, from his early years
puppeteering on local television to the worldwide success of Sesame Street, The Muppet Show, and
beyond; bringing us a fascinating and insightful look at a man whose imagination inspired the world.

LaMarcus Miller, Music Supervisor
Livy Rodriguez-Behar, Music Supervisor

John Early: Now More Than Ever

John Early brings his blend of cutting commentary, pop-star swagger and lovable nature to Brooklyn, New
York. In the style of a gritty 1970s rockumentary. Early performs stand-up and explosive song covers from
Britney Spears to Neil Young, intercut with Spinal Tap-esque backstage sketches.

Yuanna Demi Kirolos, Music Supervisor

Julia

Fried Chicken

After failing to see eye-to-eye with Simca, Julia proposes a culinary showdown. Meanwhile, Alice and Avis
each face new romantic possibilities.

Jonathan Leahy, Music Supervisor

Justified: City Primeval

City Primeval

Fifteen years after Raylan Givens left the hollers of Kentucky, a chance encounter in the Florida swamps
sends him to Detroit and places him on a collision course with a violent sociopath and a formidable defense
attorney.

Sarah Bromberg, Music Supervisor



Kingdom Business

Song Of Joy

Denita has a change of heart, Rbel gets a break in her gospel career, Taj makes a surprise discovery on his
wedding day, and the judge rules in the Caesar Jones v. First Kingdom lawsuit.

Marcus D. Carter, Music Supervisor
Ashley Neumeister, Music Supervisor

Kings From Queens: The Run DMC Story

It's Tricky

RUN DMC defies critics and legitimizes a genre of music that was once labeled a fad; as their fame grows
and the explosion of Walk This Way alienates their core fanbase, the group struggles to find a consistent
voice.

Alexandra Eckhardt, Music Supervisor

Last Call: When A Serial Killer Stalked Queer New York

Peter Then Thomas

In 1992, against the backdrop of their work combatting an overwhelming wave of violence against
LGBTQIA+ people, activists at the NYC Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence Project are called upon by law
enforcement to help investigate the separate murders of two men last seen in the same gay bar in NYC.

Dawn Sutter Madell, Music Supervisor

Lessons In Chemistry

Little Miss Hastings

Elizabeth, a brilliant but frustrated lab technician in the 1950s, is punished after she’s caught conducting
her own research after hours.

Christine Greene Roe, Music Supervisor

Life & Beth

Who Dat?

After an unexpected incident, Beth starts having flashbacks to her teen self and learns how she became
who she is and who she wants to become.

Joseph Rudge, Music Supervisor
Brittany Douziech, Music Supervisor

The Lincoln Lawyer

Bury Your Past

The defense rests, and a verdict is in -- but Mickey still has more to learn about Lisa. Lorna and Cisco's
wedding plans hit another hiccup.

Laura Webb, Music Supervisor



Loki

Science/Fiction

Loki traverses dying timelines in an attempt to find his friends, but Reality is not what it seems.

Dave Jordan, Music Supervisor
Trygge Toven, Music Supervisor

Lolla: The Story Of Lollapalooza

F*** The Man

Originally planned as a farewell tour for Jane’s Addiction, the 1991 Lollapalooza music festival forever
changes the music industry with its unconventional and iconic lineup and inadvertently gives birth to a
cultural revolution.

Sam Carlin, Music Supervisor
Drew Kramer, Music Supervisor

Loot

Space For Everyone

Molly and the Wells Foundation team struggle to live up to her promise to donate the entirety of her vast
fortune. Arthur has a new lease on life.

Kerri Drootin, Music Supervisor
Charlie Haggard, Music Supervisor

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Black Fire Orchid

When nine-year-old Alice Hart survives a terrible home fire, she’s taken by her estranged grandmother
June to Thornfield, a remote rural property with vast flower fields and many secrets.

Andrew Kotatko, Music Supervisor

A Man In Full

Saddlebags

On the heels of a lavish birthday blowout, Charlie suddenly finds his business empire in jeopardy as those
around him contend with crises of their own.

Peymon Maskan, Music Supervisor

Manhunt

Pilot

President Lincoln is assassinated five days after the Civil War ends. Edwin Stanton, his right-hand man,
finds himself at the aftermath’s forefront.

Lindsey Driscoll, Music Supervisor
Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor



Masters Of The Air

Part Six

Rosie and his crew are sent to rest at a country estate. Crosby meets an intriguing British officer at Oxford.
Egan faces the essence of Nazi evil.

Deva Anderson, Music Supervisor
Rachel Lautzenheiser, Music Supervisor

Maxine's Baby: The Tyler Perry Story

Maxine’s Baby: The Tyler Perry Story, a nod to his mother’s love, is a portrait of visionary and innovator
Tyler Perry: his harrowing but faithful road to the top of an industry that didn’t always include him.

Joel C. High, Music Supervisor

Monsieur Spade

Episode 3

Spade searches for answers regarding the mysterious young boy that everyone seems to be looking for.
Samir takes him into hiding, but no one knows what to make of his incessant writing. Spade gets a call
from the elusive Philippe.

Thibault Deboaisne, Music Supervisor

The Morning Show

The Green Light

The UBA Upfront brings everyone together for a party in the Hamptons. Bradley and Alex each revisit a
problematic relationship.

Linda Cohen, Music Supervisor

Mr. & Mrs. Smith

A Breakup

John and Jane are taking a time-out. Will they be able to say they're sorry or will this be the end of their
adventures? Grab some tissues John and Jane, it's A BREAKUP. Only this time, it's life and death. Don't be
so dramatic!

Jen Malone, Music Supervisor

A Murder At The End Of The World

Chapter 1: Homme Fatale

An amateur sleuth receives a mysterious invitation to a reclusive tech billionaire’s secret retreat.

Bruce Gilbert, Music Supervisor
Lauren Marie Mikus, Music Supervisor

Never Have I Ever

...Said Goodbye

The last weekend of summer coincides with a festive occasion—and on the brink of their new lives, Devi,
her family and friends have lots to celebrate.

Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor



The New Look

Just You Wait And See

In Nazi-occupied Paris, Christian Dior fears for his resistance-fighter sister, Catherine. Coco Chanel makes
a deal that will forever haunt her.

Mark Wike, Music Supervisor

One Day

Episode 14

2003. 2004. 2007. Unable to contemplate the future, Dexter looks back on his and Emma's intertwined
past -- and gets a visit from some familiar faces.

Matt Biffa, Music Supervisor

Only Murders In The Building

Grab Your Hankies

Oliver races to bring new life to his show; Mabel's investigation into the murder collides with a surprising
ally; Charles bonds with the cast; Loretta proves her voice is invaluable.

Bruce Gilbert, Music Supervisor
Lauren Marie Mikus, Music Supervisor

Orlando Bloom: To The Edge

Rock Climb: The Physical Edge

Orlando heads to Moab to train with adaptive rock climber Maureen "Mo" Beck; he must push himself over
the edge in new and profound ways to climb a seemingly impossible 400-foot pinnacle.

Meredith McBee, Music Supervisor

Our Flag Means Death

Impossible Birds

While Stede adjusts to his new normal, a heartbroken Blackbeard fills the void with daily raids – sparking
concern amongst Izzy and the crew.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor

Palm Royale

Maxine Throws A Party

Season finale. Tensions boil over at the Beach Ball.

George Drakoulias, Music Supervisor
Ian Herbert, Music Supervisor

Parish

Pilot

Desperate to support his family, Gray returns to his criminal roots for one last job. But after things go
sideways, Gray can't walk away. The only way out is through.

Joel C. High, Music Supervisor



Platonic

My Wife's Boyfriend

A Comedy that explores the inner workings of platonic friendship. Former best friends who met in their
youth reconnect as adults and try to mend the rift that led to their falling out. As their friendship becomes
more consuming, it destabilizes their lives and causes them to reevaluate their choices.

Manish Raval, Music Supervisor
Tom Wolfe, Music Supervisor

Power Book III: Raising Kanan

Home To Roost

Ronnie and Kanan’s feud with Raq intensifies as Marvin desperately searches for an out-of- control Lou-
Lou. Famous and Jukebox both find themselves at potential turning points in their music careers.

Derryck “Big Tank” Thornton, Music Supervisor

Queens

Tiny Jungle Queens

Under the rainforest canopy two tiny insect queens build their empires. One through great sacrifice, the
other betrayal.

Sarah Bridge, Music Supervisor

Reacher

Fly Boy

Reacher and Neagley make a final desperate attempt to save O’Donnell and Dixon, stop A.M. and avenge
their friends’ murder.

Ann Kline, Music Supervisor

Red, White & Royal Blue

When the feud between the son of the American President, Alex Claremont-Diaz (Taylor Zakhar Perez) and
Britain's Prince Henry (Nicholas Galitzine) threatens to drive a wedge in U.S./British relations, the two are
forced into a staged truce that sparks something deeper.

Maggie Phillips, Music Supervisor
Kristen Higuera, Music Supervisor

The Reluctant Traveler With Eugene Levy

Scotland: My Mother’s Country

Past meets present as Eugene explores his emotional family history in Glasgow and lives like a royal at the
stunning Candacraig mansion.

Jennifer Noya, Music Supervisor

Reservation Dogs

House Made Of Bongs

Dazed and Confused.

Tiffany Anders, Music Supervisor



Ricky Stanicky

When three childhood friends pull a prank gone wrong, they invent Ricky Stanicky to get them out of
trouble! Years later, they still use Ricky as an alibi for their immature behavior. When their families
demand to meet Ricky, the trio hire a washed-up actor to bring him to life.

Tom Wolfe, Music Supervisor
Manish Raval, Music Supervisor

The Righteous Gemstones

Wonders That Cannot Be Fathomed, Miracles That Cannot Be Counted

The siblings compete in an all-out biblical brawl – until a stroke of divine intervention forever alters the
fate of the Gemstone family.

DeVoe Yates, Music Supervisor
Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor

Ripley

II Seven Mercies

On Italy's Amalfi Coast, Tom settles into Dickie's grand villa, but not without arousing suspicion from his
girlfriend Marge.

Kier Lehman, Music Supervisor

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview - Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.

Jenn Egan, Music Supervisor

The Second Best Hospital In The Galaxy

The Curse Of Orlosh

A sexually transmitted infection spreads quickly through the very horny hospital.

Tiffany Anders, Music Supervisor

Sexy Beast

Always Wanted To See That Place

Following Gal's demand for answers, Gal and Don arrive in Spain to find out who they are really working
for; when a personal conflict leads to them being stranded in an unknown destination, time is against them
as they race to learn the truth.

Pete Saville, Music Supervisor

Shooting Stars

The inspiring origin story of a basketball superhero reveals how LeBron James and his childhood friends
became the No. 1 high school team in the country, launching James’ breathtaking career as a four-time
NBA Champion, two-time Olympic gold medalist and the NBA’s all-time leading scorer.

Kier Lehman, Music Supervisor
James Cartwright, Music Supervisor



Silo

Freedom Day

Sheriff Becker’s plans for the future are thrown off course after his wife meets a hacker with information
about the silo.

Thomas Golubić, Music Supervisor

Stamped From The Beginning

This documentary based on Ibram X. Kendi's book explores the history of racist ideas in America.

Amani "Burt Blackarach" Smith, Music Supervisor

Stormy

From reporters to lawyers to politicians, many have attempted to define Stormy Daniels. Stormy tells the
unvarnished truth about an unlikely American icon — this time, in her own words.

Asha Dillion, Music Supervisor

Sugar

Olivia

After solving a case in Japan, private eye John Sugar returns to LA to help find a missing woman with ties
to a Hollywood legend.

Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor

The Super Models

The Power

Taking the world by storm, the women become the faces of '90s culture until shifting perceptions and a
controversial remark shake things up.

Joe Rudge, Music Supervisor
Kyle McKeveny, Music Supervisor

Swagger

The World Ain’t Ready

On the cusp of his senior year, Jace is offered a college scholarship. Ike faces a career decision.

Derryck "Big Tank" Thornton, Music Supervisor

The Sympathizer

Love It Or Leave It

With the General’s order to eliminate the spy weighing on him, the Captain seeks Bon’s help to craft and
execute a plan timed for Independence Day. At an upscale lunch, Claude introduces the Captain to the
Auteur, who seeks the Captain’s on-set consulting for his upcoming movie about the war.

Linda Cohen, Music Supervisor



Telemarketers

Part 1

Sam, a 14-year-old high school dropout, joins a telemarketing firm raising money for charities. What starts
off as horseplay, filming the outrageous office antics, leads Sam and his colleague Pat to closely examine
their dubious fundraising practices and the players behind this seemingly large-scale fraud.

Greg Danylyshyn, Music Supervisor

Thank You, Goodnight: The Bon Jovi Story

Nowhere To Everywhere

The band becomes an overnight hit, but tensions escalate even as success burgeons for Bon Jovi. The
cocktail of fatigue vs. ambition highlighted by a performance in Guadalajara Mexico could just be Bon Jovi’s
demise.

Brian J. Miller, Music Supervisor

Them: The Scare

Are You Scared?

LAPD Homicide Detective Dawn Reeve investigates a gruesome murder in a foster home. It already feels
like she’s bringing her case home with her. Meanwhile, Edmund Gaines, a struggling actor, pursues a new
role… and a new friend.

Christopher T. Mollere, Music Supervisor

3 Body Problem

The Stars Our Destination

With the world in a state of panic following a momentous declaration, Wade gathers the world's greatest
minds to prepare a defense plan.

Gary Calamar, Music Supervisor

Tokyo Vice

Old Law, New Twist

Katagiri and Nagata ramp up their efforts. Jake gets invited to an exclusive party. Samantha and Sato deal
with a growing problem at the club.

Michael Hill, Music Supervisor

Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.

Toko Nagata, Music Supervisor

The Tourist

Episode 3

Helen's snooping leads to an unsettling discovery, and she finds herself trapped in a strange world while
the man and his new "friendo" search for her.

Juliet Martin, Music Supervisor



True Detective: Night Country

Part 4

When Julia’s mental health struggles resurface, Navarro brings her to a local facility, promising that this
time will be better. Later, Danvers and Navarro confirm the location of Annie’s murder – and Danvers
levies a harsh punishment on Leah following her act of protest.

Susan Jacobs, Music Supervisor

Twisted Metal

SHNGRLA

With everything coming to a head, John and Quiet face a difficult choice; new players enter the fray.

Janine Scalise, Music Supervisor

Under The Bridge

Looking Glass

In 1997, on a quiet island in BC, fourteen-year-old Reena Virk attends a party and never returns home.
Her disappearance intrigues a novelist returning to her hometown, who finds herself drawn into the hidden
world of the teen suspects…

Brienne Rose, Music Supervisor

Unfrosted

Michigan, 1963. Kellogg's and Post, sworn cereal rivals, race to create a pastry that will change the face of
breakfast forever. A tale of ambition, betrayal, sugar, and menacing milkmen.

Julia Michels, Music Supervisor

Upgraded

Ana is an ambitious intern dreaming of a career in the art world, while trying to impress her demanding
boss. When she's upgraded to first class on a work trip, she meets Will, who mistakes Ana for her boss– a
white lie that sets off a glamorous chain of events.

Chris Mollere, Music Supervisor
Kirsten Lane, Music Supervisor

We Are Lady Parts

Villain Era

Lady Parts return with a renewed artistic mission following a magical summer tour and set out to lay down
their legacy, to record their debut album; only to find that a rival band threatens their status quo

Catherine Grimes, Music Supervisor

We're Here

Oklahoma, Part 3

As the crowd for their park gathering grows, the Queens vow to meet the hate with even louder
outpourings of love. Then, after finally securing an unconventional venue, Sasha, Priyanka, and Latrice –
along with their drag daughters – prepare for an epic drag show of biblical proportions.

Julie Sessing, Music Supervisor
Wendy Turnbull, Music Supervisor



Welcome To Wrexham

Giant Killers

The FA Cup provides Wrexham a chance to live up to its storied past and to take on teams playing many
leagues above them.

Andrea von Foerster, Music Supervisor

What We Do In The Shadows

Hybrid Creatures

Nadja gives back to her community. Laszlo’s experiments have some unexpected results.

Nora Felder, Music Supervisor

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

One Ring Don’t Make A Dynasty

1980. As the Lakers’ post-victory season begins, a laser-focused Jerry Buss shores up his all-star roster –
and his relationship with his children. Later, a catastrophic injury threatens the team’s chance at defending
their title.

Gabe Hilfer, Music Supervisor

With Love

The Wedding

Can you hear those wedding bells ringing? The wedding day is finally here, and everyone is working hard
for their happily ever after… but are they making the right choice?

Frankie Pine, Music Supervisor

End of Category


